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ABSTRACT 

Land related information systems (LRISs) have been 

recognized by 

invaluable tools 

both the public and private sectors as 

in planning and decision making for 

resource management in world economies. Data acquisition 

is an essential part of such systems because without 

appropriate data there is no useful system. Because land 

related data are mostly available in analogue map form, 

the data acquisition stage usually involves a digitizing 

and editing phase, so that the data may be structured and 

encoded into the LRIS database. This research has 

investigated and catalogued many of the current issues in 

digital acquisition of map data, has applied some of these 

to map data for a test area in the Kananaskis Valley of 

south western Alberta, 

the automatic generation 

and has investigated methods for 

of nodes and flow directions 

necessary for the geometric and topological reconstruction 

of a digitized hydrological network. The results show 

that an approach which is quite simple conceptually 

enables the fast generation of positionally accurate nodes 

and, with minimal elevation data, enables the automatic 

determination of stream flow directions. The final output 

is most suitable for the generation of an arc/node (semi 

or fully topological) data structure which, experience has 

shown, offers the most versatile data manipulation and 

fastest response times for many LRIS tasks. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 Land Related Information Systems 

The official definition for a Land Related 

Information System (LRIS) as adopted by the International 

Federation of Surveyors (FIG) in 1981 is that it is: 

" a tool for legal, administrative and economic 
decision making which consists on the one hand of a 
database containing spatially referenced land related data 
for a defined area, and on the other hand of procedures 
and techniques for the systematic collection, updating, 
processing and distribution of the data. The base for a 
land related information system is a uniform spatial 
referencing system for the data in the system , wh ich also 
facilitates the linking of data within t he syst e m wi t h 
other land related data." 

The terms Geographic Information System (GIS ) and 

Spatial Data Management System (SDMS) are commonly used as 

synonyms of LRIS although some authors have suggest e d 

differences between them (Marble, 1984). However, as long 

as geographic position continues to be the primary key for 

the retrieval of land related information from any system, 

ther e is not much point in trying to distinguish GISs from 

LRISs, provided the systems have the nec e ssary functi o ns 

t o qu a lify them a s sp at i a l dat a management systems. Th ese 

functions ar e , in summary, the ability to input, st o re, 
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retrieve, manipulate, 

information products 

analyze and output land related 

in graphic, numeric or report form. 

In this thesis therefore, the terms LRIS and GIS are 

to mean the same thing. 

used 

1 .2 LRISs For Spatial Data Management 

As the FIG definition suggests, the advantages of 

using an LRIS are in its ability to store large quantities 

of information of varying themes in a single database and 

the subsequent ability to quickly integrate, manipulate, 

overlay and update such information in order to arrive at 

timely planning decisions. And they are often required 

for many activities of man, such as the construction of a 

new highway, the planning of a settlement scheme, the 

study of the environment, the subdivision of a land parcel 

or the prospecting for oil. All of these activities 

require knowledge of various themes of land related 

information, such as soil types, geology, topography or 

hydrology. 

The overlaying of such varied themes using 

traditional analogue maps, kept by different agencies in 

different locations is a demanding task for an area of any 

significant extent. Many governments and other public and 

private agencies have increasingly come to this 

realization as the demand for up to date land related 
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information has increased with increased development and 

population. Many of them, their staffs overwhelmed by the 

number of paper maps that have to be analysed to come up 

with appropriate information, have implemented, or are in 

the process of implementing, LRISs at 

local levels. 

the national and 

1 .3 The Move to LRISs: Canada, Alberta and Calgary 

The governments of Canada and Alberta are at the 

forefront in the adoption of LRISs for various 

applications. Canada led the world in implementing the 

first ever civilian GIS in the form of the Canada 

Geographical Information System (CGIS) which is still 

operational and has been hailed as one of the most 

success f ul land related information systems (Nagy and 

Wagle, 1 979; Marble, 1 984). The government of Alberta has 

a very ambitious LRIS network plan of its own, which it is 

slowly putting in place (Kennedy, 1986; Alberta Bureau of 

Surveying and Mapping, 1985). At the local level, the 

city of Calgary is developing what may become one of the 

most sophisticated municipal LRISs in the world (Sommers, 

198 4). Similar trends are in evidence in most other 

developed countries. 
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1 .4 LRISs in Developing Countries 

In developing countries, where the need for the 

efficient management of resources is even more critical, a 

combination of factors still precludes the general 

availability or applicability of LRISs, although some 

working systems have been implemented on a small scale 

(Anker et al, 1986) . Some of these factors have been 

identified by Drummond and Stevanovic (1986) as limited 

finances with which to purchase hardware and software, few 

trained personnel to man the systems, a fear of a possible 

rise in unemployment, and in some cases a simple 

unwillingness to change due to cultural, ideological or 

political constraints. However, hailing from a developing 

country, the author has no doubts about the fact 

there is an urgent need to turn to computer 

management systems for land records and general 

related planning. It is hoped that the long 

that 

based 

land 

term 

potential and advantages of LRISs will be early recognized 

and every effort made to implement some, within every 

country's means. 

1 . 5 Map Data Capture for an LRIS 

A land related information system only comes into 

being when there are the necessary computer hardware, 

software, manpower and data to input into the system. 

- 4 -



Before digital data, geometrically and topologically 

consistent, are available, there is no database and no 

LRIS. The importance of the data capture stage in the 

implementation 

overemphasized. 

of an LRIS cannot 

This stage will involve 

of input data (which is often in analogue 

therefore be 

the digitization 

form) and the 

editing of the resultant digital data in order to correct 

for geometric and topological inconsistencies. In 

addition, descriptive attribute codes and spatial 

relations are attached to the data. Apart from the cost 

of the LRIS hardware and software, the data capture stage 

is the most expensive and time consuming in its 

implementation. 

1 .6 The Aims and Scope of This Research 

As the field of land related information systems is 

still relatively new, one aim of this research was to 

investigate and catalogue the current issues in the 

editing of LRIS data digitized from acquisition and 

analogue maps. These issues are discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4. However, the principal aim of the research was to 

undertake the acquisition and editing of such map data, 

and develop algorithms for the automatic generation of 

junction nodes and flow directions as part of the 

reconstruction of a digitized hydrological network . 
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It has been increasingly realized from experience 

with existing LRISs that the manner in which data are 

structured in the database has a great bearing on the 

kinds of data manipulations possible, and for some 

manipulations, on the processing times also. Various data 

structures are available for use but the semi and fully 

topological data structures have been found to be the most 

versatile, and are favoured for most of the recently 

developed systems. The generation of junction nodes is 

essential to the realization of these structures, since 

they require the break up of lines and polygons into arcs, 

running from node to node. The traditional method of 

realizing the nodes is for the operator to physically mark 

out the arcs and nodes on the map and digitize them as 

such. This approach, while increasing the time needed for 

map preparation and digitizing, still requires that the 

the various junctions be later matched by nodes at 

software. Of course, there is also the possibility of the 

operator failing to mark out some nodes. In addition, the 

operator traditionally obtains stream flow directions by 

"always digitizing upstream", thus introducing another 

element of constraint into the processs. 

There has therefore been interest of late in the 

automated generation of nodes from features digitized as 

they are. De Simone (1985) describes an illfated large 

scale British project to restructure digital data in this 
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manner in the usual vector format, and then suggests that 

a raster approach may However, working 

systems, such as ARC/INFO 

be preferable. 

(Dangermond, 198 3) and those 

under development, such as TIGRIS (Intergraph Corporation, 

1986), are sufficient evidence that automated node 

generation in vector format works, and this is preferable 

to De Simone's approach, which assumes the availability of 

scanning hardware and raster processing software and, in 

addition, involves the possible loss of information. 

This research has been limited to investigating the 

automatic generation of junction nodes and flow directions 

for a digitized hydrological network. This work is 

related to the Departmental effort to promote digital 

mapping in general and to the development of a prototype 

LRIS for 

particular. 

the Kananaskis Valley (Lodwick et al, 1986a) in 

A substantial amount of work has already been 

done in the Department towards both ends. Feuchtwanger 

(1985 ) has investigated the modelling, storage and 

retrieval of LRIS data. G.D. Lodwick, M.P. Mepham, S.H. 

Paine, and others have 

processing system that 

enhancement, positioning, 

polygonization of Landsat 

implemented a Landsat image 

enables the 

classification, 

preprocessing, 

filtering and 

data, and more work is being 

done in order to incorporate edge detection and DEM 

generation in the system. Some of this work is documented 

in Lodwick (1981 ), Lodwi ck and Paine (1981 ) , Lodwick et al 
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(1986b), 

(1986). 

Mepham and Paine (1986), Paine (1983) and Paine 

This research aimed to contribute to this effort by 

identifying the problems that can be expected in 

digitizing and editing data for the proposed LRIS and by 

developing software for the automated generation of 

junction nodes and flow directions that can 

generate an arc/node structure for the data. 

be used to 

This would 

involve the digitization and display of map data of 

various themes, 

covering the 

characteristics 

such as topography, geology, cadastre, 

area for the proposed LRIS. The 

of the study area and its general 

suitability for LRIS development are described in Chapter 

2. Chapter 5 dwells on the map data collected, their 

subsequent digitization and display and t he editing 

problems identified therein. Chapter 6 describes the 

reconstruction of the hydrological network and sets out 

the approach used plus the results obtained and their 

evaluation. Finally the conclusions and recommendations 

from the experiences in this study are set out in Chapter 

7 . 
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Chapter 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains a brief description of the area 

covered by this study, from the aspects of the data 

collected and the area's suitability in general for LRIS 

development. 

2.2 Location 

The study area lies in the upper Kananaskis Valley, 

about 80 km from Calgary 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

in south western Alberta as 

Access by auto is mainly via 

the transCanada highway from Calgary. As the aim of this 

study was to produce digital topographic and thematic map 

data that could be integrated with the prototype LRIS 

being developed for the area (Lodwick et al, 1986a), data 

were digitized within a Landsat window of approximately 30 

x 30 km within the Calgary scene. This area is bounded 

approximately by Longitudes 114° 50' Wand 115° 30' Wand by 

Latitudes 50° 20' N and 50° 50' N, and straddles the two 

provinces of Alberta and British Columbia. This study, 

however, is mostly concerned with the Alberta side. 
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CLS 

Figure 2.1 

2.3 Topography 

lcal• 1a Ira 

Location of the study area 
(after Lodwick et al, 1986a) 
CLS s Calgary Landsat Scene 

Topography is the spatial distribution of 

features of the earth's surface (Burrough, 1986). 

2.2 shows the surface topography of the area, 

the 

Figure 

which 

consists mainly of natural features as the area, is 

largely undisturbed by man. The topography is dominated 

by the two manmade Kananaskis Lakes, whose interconnection 

provides for power generation, 

mountain ridges on both east 

and the sharply rising 

(Opal Range) and west 

(Kananaskis Range and Spray Mountains) of the valley. 

Paine (1983) describes these as rising to approximately 
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2300 m above sea level with isolated peaks of up to 3050 

m. Gradients vary from 16 - 45 percent on the slopes to 0 

- 15 percent in the valley bottoms (Alberta Energy and 

Natural Resource s, 1984) . The area is drained mainly by 

the Kananaskis and Elbow Rivers and their many 

tributaries. 

A NTS 82J/11 B NTS 82J/10 
C NTS 82J/14 D NTS 82J/15 
E NTS 82J/6 F NTS 82J/7 

Figure 2 . 2 Topographical map of the study area 
(after Government of Canada , 1977) 
Approximate Scale 1 :570,000 
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2.4 Surficial Geology 

Surficial geology is defined as the distribution, 

origin and type of surface materials deposited in an area 

(Alberta Energy and Natural Resources, 1985). The 

surficial geology of the area is illustrated in Figure 

2 • 3 . It consists mainly of glacial deposits from the 

Cordilleran ice sheet. The dominant surface material is 

colluvium which consists of soil and rock material 

overlying bedrock. Composition is determined by the 

underlying bedrock and varies from weathered carbonates to 

weathered sandstone, siltstone and shale (Reimchen and 

Bayrock, 1975). This colluvium covers about 40 percent of 

the whole area and is described by Paine (1983) as lying 

between 1800 m and 2100 m above sea level. On top of this 

lies the second most dominant surface cover type, which is 

exposed bedrock. There are also large areas of talus 

(accumulations of rock debris on the lower steep cliffs), 

alluvial fans, leached till and cirque tills. 

2.5 Bedrock Geology 

Bedrock geology is defined as the distribution, 

lithology (layering), age and structure of rock formations 

at or near the surface of an area (Alberta Energy and 

Natural Resources, 1985). The bedrock geology of the area 

is illustrated in Figure 2. 4 . The dominant bedrock 
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consists o f north west striking, west dipping thrust 

sheets of Palaeozoic undifferentiated units . Reirnchen and 

Bayrock (1975) describe these as con s i s ting mainly of 

1 Bedrock on surface 
4 Moderately leached till 
7 Slightly leached till 
9 Karnes and moraines 

10 - Eskers 
18 Cir que tills 
19 - Rock glaciers 
20 - Glacier s 

21 - Coarse stream alluvium 
22 - Fine stream alluvium 
23 - Alluvial fans and aprons 
2 4 - Colluvium 
25 - Talus 
26 - Rockslide deposits 
27 Landslide deposits 

Figure 2 . 3 Surfi cial geology of the study area 
(after Reimchen and Bayroc k , 1975) 
Approximate Scale 1: 570,000 
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
ICAU 1 1 000000 

-·;.. ,i=j:::::::::;:==;:,=;!::'° ::::;::::!;:=:;:,'° -
-· 0 

10 JO JO ll..,._ 

Pzu - Upper Palaeozoic undifferentiated units 
Mz - Lo wer Cretaceous 
PzI - Lower Palaeozoic 
Tkb - Brazeau formation 
Ka - Alberta group 

Figure 2 . 4 Bedrock geology of the study 
(after Reimchen and Bayrock, 
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carbonates and quartzites. These are closely followed in 

dominance by Lower Cretaceous units consisting of a 

mixture of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, shale, 

lime stone and dolomite. The area also has Triassic 

Brazeau formation units and Cretaceous Alberta group 

units. Douglas (1970) describes the latter as consisting 

mainly of marine shales. More detailed descriptions are 

also given by Green (1972) and Leech (1979). According to 

the geological time scale (Judson et al, 1976), the older 

Palaeozoic units were formed approximately 55 to 70 

million years ago, while the Mesozoic (Cretaceous, 

Jurassic and Triassic) were formed 35 to 71 million years 

ago. 

2.6 Vegetation 

Th e main vegetation in the area is coniferous tree 

cover that consists largely of lodgepole pine in the 

valley bottoms and pine and spruce mixtures along the 

sideslopes. There 

grass at the higher 

1971; Paine, 1983) 

are also a reas of decidous bush and 

e levati ons (Governmment of Canada, 
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2.7 Climate 

The climate of the area is characterised by warm 

summers and cold winters , the average mean winter 

temperature being about -8°C while that for the summers is 

about +14°C. There are less than 90 frost free days 

annually . Annual precipitation averages 50 cm and most of 

it falls as snow during the winter months. However, most 

of it is lost as spring runoff, creating extremely arid 

summer conditions (Government of Canada, 1971). 

2 . 8 Agricultural Potential 

The severe climate of the area and the rugged 

topography severely limit agricultural potential. As 

shown in Figure 2.5, the agricultural potential rating of 

the area is as follows: 

SOIL CLASS 1 Soils in this class have no capability for 

agriculture or permanent pasture. The bedrock is less 

than one metre from the surface . 

SOIL CLASS 2 Soils in this cla s s are 

producing only perennial forage crops. 

practices are not feasible. There are severe 

to grazing and the use of farm machinery. 

capable of 

Improvement 

limitations 

SOIL CLASS 3 -- Soils in this class have very severe 

limitations that restrict their capability to produce 
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perennial forage crops but improvement practices 

feasible (Government of Canada, 1971). 

Figure 2 .5 

2 .9 Settlements 

Agricultural soil 
of the study area 
(after Government 
Approximate Scale 

:. 

capability 

of Canada, 
1 :570,000 

1 9 7 1 ) 

are 

As human settlem e nts are usually encouraged by high 

agricul tural potential, there are not many settlements in 

the area as evidenced by the few c ultural features. The 
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few settlements that do exist are concentrated along the 

lake shores because of the power generation and recreation 

industries. Human settlement becomes more evident as the 

mountainous terrain diminishes eastwards into the Alberta 

foothills, where the main agricultural occupation is wheat 

growing. 

2.10 Suitability for LRIS Development 

The fact that there are no extensive settlements in 

Kananaskis Country (in which the study area lies) does not 

mean that there is no human presence, or no human interest 

in the land use there - in fact far from it. 

The 

resources, 

Kananaskis Valley 

the main ones 

is rich in many natural 

being forestry products and 

minerals (coal, some natural gas, limestone and gravel) 

(Douglas, 1970). But above all, the area, with its 

abundance of wildlife (deer, moose, elk, mountain goat, 

bighorn sheep etc), birds (beaver, grouse, goose, etc) and 

fish (trout, pike, et C) , supports intense recreational 

activity, especially in the spring and summer months. In 

high addition there are numerous recreational lakes of 

water quality and a small power generation industry 

(Alberta Energy and Natural Resources, 1984). 
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As technological advances continue to be made, it can 

be expected that the population will have more and more 

recreational time and that more recreational demand wil l 

be made on the Kananaskis Valley, located as it is quite 

close to major population centres. There is therefore an 

important need to develop the study area for the 

recreation industry, and also to exploit its other natural 

resources, while at the same time sustaining the habitats 

for its animals, fish and birds. The varied and extensive 

information manipulation necessary to make the correct 

decisions in such a situation makes this area very 

appropriate for the development of an LRIS. For example 

an LRIS, by enabling the over lay of DEM (Digital Elevation 

Model) and snowfal l data, would have been very suitable 

for selecting the best mountain and ski runs for the 

forthcoming 1988 Winter Olympic Games in Calgary. 

The important role of LRISs for land studies in 

general, and for Alberta in particular, can best be 

summarised by the following quotations: 

"Among material resources, the greatest 
unquestionably is the land. Study how a society uses its 
land, and you can come to pretty reliable conclusions as 
to what its future will be ... " (Schumacher, 1974). 

"Albertans rely on our natural resources to keep our 
economy strong, resources such as oil , gas, coal , timber 
and water. In order to plan and make wise decisions on 
managing these resources, we need accurate technical 
information ...... " (Peter Lougheed, former Prime Minister 
of Alberta; Government of Alberta, 1984). 
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Chapter 3 

DIGITAL MAP DATA, DATA STRUCTURES AND 

DATA ACQUISITION 

3.1 Introduction 

Analogue maps and plans have been the traditional 

means of storing and displaying spatial information for 

planning and decision making. However, analogue maps are 

simply incapable of meeting today's increased demands for 

various forms of up to date spatial information products, 

and many public and private organisations are now turning 

to Geographical Information Systems for this need. Such 

systems are not only able to store much more data in a 

single database than can be contained on any one map, but 

they enable quick manipulation, analysis and display of 

the data to provide answers to varied user queries. 

In order to use a GIS , the spatial data available in 

analogue form must be converted to digital form. This 

involves the following stages: 

(i) Digitizing, in which the data are converted to a 

digital form by a variety of manual, automatic and 

semi-automatic methods. 
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(ii) Editing, in which the digitized data are checked 

for various errors and for geometrical and topologica l 

consistency and any necessary corrections performed . At 

this stage the data may also undergo any necessary 

reformatting in order to conform to particular database 

input formats or any standard data exchange formats. 

This cyclical digitizing/editing phase is the most 

expensive and time consuming phase in the use of a GIS. 

But this is as it should be, because the integrity of any 

output from a GIS can be, at best, only as good as that of 

the input. This fact is expressed in the well known 

computing maxim, 11 •• garbage in, garbage out .. 11 • To avoid 

this problem is expensive and likely to remain so 

(Woodsford, 1986). 

3 . 2 Digital Data 

3.2.1 Definition of Data 

Data may be defined as known facts or things that are 

used as a basis for inference or reckoning. For example, 

the measured lengths and directions of a cadastral lot are 

data that can be used to infer its area. Digital data are 

data then that are in such a form that they can be input 

to and manipulated by a digital computer. In the domain 

of land information, data c onsist of fe a tures. A feature 

is defined as any item on the surface of the earth that is 
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significant to the user, e.g. a road or lake. Features 

may be further grouped into feature classes. For example, 

lakes, rivers and glaciers all belong to the hydrological 

feature class. In digital data, any feature is defined by 

three properties: 

(i) Its position, 

(ii) Its attributes, 

(iii) Its relationships to other features. 

3.2.2 Feature Position 

Feature position consists of location a l data that 

define a feature's spatial extent. Such data may be 

either in vector form or in raster form. In vector form 

all features are represented by points whos e locations are 

defined by X,Y coordinates in some defined frame of 

reference, usually a map projection, such as the U.T.M. 

projection. The elevations of the points may also be 

defined as spot elevations or as part of a DEM. 

In raster form, all features are represented by 

pixels or cells arranged in matrix form. Each row of 

cells is called a scanline. The origin and orientation of 

the cell system, plus the pixel res olut ion and the number 

of pixels in a scanline must also be known. 

number 

Each pixel 

location is associated with a that is 

characteristic of the feature represented. The relative 
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merits of defining feature position in vector or raster 

form have been much debated (Leberl, 1982; Peuquet, 

Theis, 1982; Burrough, 1986; Monmonier, 1982). 

In general, raster methods 

acquisition, especially if the 

topographical contours. Raster 

enable 

data are 

faster 

dense, 

representation is 

1978; 

data 

e • g . 

also 

more favoured for some GIS tasks, such as windowing, 

overlay analysis and area computation. However, raster 

data do not allow the precise placement of area 

preclude spatial analysis at variable boundaries, 

resolutions, require too much storage, and are unsuitable 

for some GIS manipulations, such as 

and perimeter feature, 

They are particularly 

for a searching 

and centroid 

unsuitable for 

particular 

computations. 

representing point features, such as benchmarks or 

cadastral survey monuments. For these reasons, many GISs 

have been designed to handle vector data, although some 

allow raster data input with subsequent vectorization 

(Boyle, 1979). 

3.2 .3 Feature Attributes 

Attributes are those data that specify the 

characteristics of a feature. They may be numeric, e.g. 

area, size, slope, elevation, or they may be semantic, 

e . g . name, type. Thus a road may be described in terms 
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of its name, road type, construction materials used, 

width, etc. In order to minimise attribute storage, all 

positional data with the same attributes may 

together (Stevanovic, 1982). 

be grouped 

Much discussion has been going on in GIS professional 

forums about 

uncertainty 

the need to attach some form of quality or 

attributes to positional data. Such 

discussions have been strengthened by the realisation that 

error propagation during some mathematical operations used 

in GIS data manipulation, e .g. sums and differences, 

especially if perform ed on highly correlated variables, 

may yield such large absolute and relative errors as to 

render the results useless, and yet the user would never 

know! Quality attributes would consist of such things as 

lineage (where did the data come from?), positional 

accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical 

completene-ss (Chrisman, 1986a), in order 

consistency 

to provide 

and 

the 

user with some measure of the reliability of GIS products. 

3.2.4 Feature Relationships 

Spatial relationships between features, while quite 

obvious in the graphic form, are not apparent in digital 

data. These relationships may be proximal (describing the 

closeness of non-contiguous features ) , hierarchical 

(describing feature classification, e.g. the relationship 
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between a feature and its feature class) or topological 

(describing neighbourhood information) (Feuchtwanger and 

Lodwick, 1986). Topological relations are the most 

important as digital data are fairly meaningless without 

them. Topology is the mathematical 

geometrical properties of objects that are 

study of 

unaffected 

the 

by 

changes 

context 

in the shapes and sizes of those objects. In the 

of land information, topology describes the 

neighbourhood properties of a feature, what it is adjacent 

to, what it spatially includes or is included by, etc. A 

listing of the possible topological relations between 

feature types is given in Section 3.2.8. 

3 . 2 • 5 . Feature Types and Data Compaction Techniques 

There are 

primitives: 

( i ) Point 

features), e.g. 

(ii) 

features), 

Line 

e • g • 

three basic feature types or feature 

features (also called 0-dimensional 

a benchmark. 

features (also called 1-dimensional 

a river. Line features may also be 

combined into an intersecting network (lines that cross 

each other), such as a street pattern or a merging network 

(lines that merge but do not cross each other), such as a 

drainage network. 
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( i i i ) Area features (al s o called 2-dimensional 

features or regions or polygons). 

The 0, 1, and 2 values are called the topologic 

of the feature. 

dimension 

In vector format, a point is represented by a pair of 

coordinates, ( X' y) ' and a line feature by a seri e s of 

points {(X 1 ,Y 1 ), (X 2 ,Y 2 ) , ....... ,(Xn,Yn )} . Althou gh in 

theory a line should be represented by an infinite number 

of such coordinate pairs, this is impossible in practice 

and any line is therefore represented by its caricature , 

which is defined by such a finite series of coordinate 

pairs. A region's boundary in vector format is 

represented by a series of points with closure , 

i · e · { ( x 1 • Y 1 ) ' ( X2' Y 2) ' • • • • • ' ( xn' Y n)' ( x 1 ' Y 1 ) } • 

In raster format, a point feature is defined by an 

isolated pixel that is surrounded by pixels whose values 

are diff ere nt from that of the pixel in question. A lin e 

feature is represented by a series of contiguous pixels of 

the same value, the series being only one pixel wide. A 

region is represented by any two dimensional combination 

of pixels of equal value. 

In order to economise on data storage overheads, 

various methods of data compaction have been developed . 

In vector format, line data can be compacted by Freeman 
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boundary encoding, in which a line is represented as a 

series of unit vectors (hence it is only necessary to 

store each vector's direction), or by Freeman chain 

encoding in which a line is represented by a series of 

unit and unit vectors constrained to lie in one of eight 

directions (Baxter, 197 6; Freeman, 1961). In raster 

format, especially where there 

(Mepham and Paine, 

is a high degree 

1986), data can 

of 

be homogeneity 

compacted by run length encoding in which only the edges 

of pixel value changes are stored rather than each pixel. 

Run length encoding can be done both rowwise and 

columnwise. 

There is a growing interest in the compaction of data 

using a hierarchical grid structure known as a quadtree, 

especially for very homogeneous areas. The use of a 

quadtree involves partitioning the s t udy area into four 

quadrants which are 

subquadrants until all 

recursively 

subquadrants 

r e partitioned into 

are uniform with 

respect to the phenomenon being mapped ( Samet et al, 1984; 

Mark and Lauzon, 1984). Attribute data can be compacted 

in storage by the technique of bit packing, in which 

individual bits are turned on or off in order to indicate 

the presence or absence of a given attr i bute. 
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3.2.6 Feature Type Standards 

As the field of Geographical Information Systems is 

relatively new, one of the major problems currently being 

faced is that there are no universal data standards. This 

is particularly evident in the definition of feature 

types, where GIS users of different backgrounds 

(mathematicians, computer scientists, survey ors, 

cartographers, etc) often define the basic feature types 

in the context of their own disciplines, resulting in much 

confusion . 

different 

For example, a line 

situations as an arc, 

may be defined in 

line, chain, segment, 

edge, face, or link! A working group appointed by the 

for u . s . Federal Interagency Coordinating Committee 

Digital Cartography has 

principally topology 

identified 

oriented 

GIS users 

or geometry 

as being 

oriented 

(Moellering, 1986). This working group has consequently 

suggested the following feature primitive definitions, 

whi c h adequately cater for the two groups of users, and 

which are due for adoption as a U.S. national standard. 

It is to be hoped that more endeavours of this nature will 

result in some international standard definitions: 

POINT - AO-dimensional object that specifies geometric 

location by a set of coordinates. 

NODE - A O-dimensional object that is a topological 

junction and may specify geometric location by an optional 
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set of coordinates. 

LINE - Any 1-dimensional object. 

LINE SEGMENT - A 1-dimensional object 

line between two points. 

that is a direct 

LINK - A 1-dimensional object that is a direct 

between two nodes. 

connection 

DIRECTED LINK A link between two nodes with one 

direction specified. 

STRING - A sequence of line segments. 

CHAIN - A directed 

segments. 

sequence of non-intersecting line 

ARC - A locus of points that forms a curve, definable by a 

mathematical function. 

RING - A sequence of nonintersecting chains, strings, 

links or arcs with closure. A ring therefore represents a 

closed boundary but not the area inside the boundary. 

AREA - The interior of a continous two dimensional object. 

POLYGON - An area having one outer ring and zero (simple 

polygon) 

rings . 

or more (complex polygon) non-intersecting inner 
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3.2.7 Fuzzy Representation of Features 

Another issue that is currently being much debated in 

GIS forums is the idea of fuzzy representation. It is 

argued that land information is not always precisely 

measurable and definable and that certain situations, such 

as the concept of "nearness" or "farness" or the 

"boundary" between surface cover types that really merge 

into each other, 

(Chrisman, 1978). 

are best represented by fuzzy data 

Adoption of such a representation would require that 

further attribute parameters, such as bandwidths or 

gradients, be tagged to locational data in order to define 

the spatial extent of transition from one feature to 

another. Robinson and Frank (1985) discuss the creation 

of databases based on this concept. When such a database 

has been created, it is further argued that its fuzzy data 

should not be transformed into exact data but should be 

manipulated by fuzzy operators to produ c e fuzzy results . 

Such fuzzy operators 

theory (Zadeh, 1965). 

are 
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3 . 2.8 Feature Topological Relationships 

Given the basic spatial feature ty pe s, i.e. points, 

lines and polygons, the following to po logical r e latio n s 

can be defined (Nagy and Wagle , 1979 ) . 

POINT - POINT , e . g. identity , coordinate tran s formation . 

POINT - LINE , e . g . inclusion , terminal point (node ) . 

POINT REGIO N, e . g inc lus ion , r epresen t ative point 

( i n s ide regio n ) , centroid. 

LINE - LINE , e . g . iden t ity , intersection, continuity. 

LINE REGIO N, e . g . intersection , in c lusion, 

neighbourhood (i.e. left and right reg i ons for a line ) . 

REGION REGION, e.g. identity, a d j a c ency, union, 

inclusion. 

Some topological relations may b e computed during 

data manipulation, e • g . centroids , r e gion unions , while 

others , e.g . adjacency , inclusion, may be encoded in the 

data at the data acquisition stage depending on what data 

structure is 

Section 3.3 . 

used . Data 
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3.2.9 Sources of Digital Data 

The main ~ources of data for entry into a GIS are: 

( i ) Analogue maps and plans, 

( i i ) Digital remotely sensed imagery, 

( i i i ) Surveying field notes, 

( i V ) Surveying total station data, 

( V ) Aerial photographs, 

(vi) Data transfer from other information systems. 

Although this thesis is primarily concerned with data 

acquisition from analogue maps, a short discussion of the 

other sources mentioned is merited. 

Photogrammetric digitizing from aerial photography 

can be done on encoder fitted analogue instruments, such 

as the Wild A10, analytical plotters, such as the Wild AC1 

or automatic scanner plotters, e • g . the Gestalt 

photomapper (Zarzycki, 1978). Photogrammetric digitizing 

is suitable for situations requiring more accurate data 

than can be obtained from maps and for the generation of 

DEMs (Allam, 1980) . The use of survey fieldnote or total 

station data may be necessary for very large scale 

mapping, such as that of construction sites. The use of 

remotely sensed imagery for actual feature digitization 

has been insignificant due to the poor resolution of 

Landsat data, but may becom e possible with higher 

resolution data, su c h as those from the Spot satellite 
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mission (Be'gni et al, 1986). Data transfer enables 

information sharing by networked GISs, increasing 

efficiency and reducing duplication. 

3.3 Vector Data Structures For Digitization 

As data are collected at the least aggregated level, 

i.e. as points, data structuring may be defined as the 

way in which these point data are built up, in order to 

represent the higher level entities of lines, polygons and 

any defined intermediates, plus their relationships in 

digital storage. Before actual digitization starts, a 

data structure should be decided upon and the 

digitization procedures designed to satisfy 

subsequent 

it. The 

choice of data structure often determines the efficiency 

with which data can be manipulated and may restrict the 

kinds of spatial analysis possible. 

A good data structure should enable easy data 

capture, efficient storage, retrieval, analysis, editing, 

updating and usage for a wide range of applications. 

Needless to say, no single data structure can meet all 

these requirements. Choice often involves striking a 

balance between ease of data capture and application 

versatility. 
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The structures described in this section refer 

principally to polygon data. Point and line features are 

simply digitized as they are, their attribute codes 

qualifying their identity. However, such a "simpl e line" 

structure is not suffici ent to describe the connectivity 

or topology of a network. Such topological information 

can be incorporated by digitizing the network in terms of 

its constituent arcs running from node to node and 

pointing each arc to its constituent points. For directed 

networks, such as a hydrological network, the flow 

directions for the arcs must also be encoded. 

3.3.1 The Simple Polygon Data Structure 

In this structure, illustrated in Figure 3. 1 , each 

polygon is encoded separately in terms of its constituent 

points without regard for any overlaps with, or 

adjacencies to, contiguous entities. 

Although this structure is very simple to encode, it 

results in much data redundancy as boundaries between 

polygons must be encoded twice. This also gives rise to 

and gaps (duplication of lines in slightly slivers 

different 

topological 

positions), 

infidelity. 

resulting in geometric and 

Such data are sometimes referred 

to as "spagh e tti", due to the intertwining of twice 

encoded boundaries. 
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Sliver 

1 

Figure 3,1 

10 

POLYGONS 
Pl 
P2 

COORDINATES 

(Xl,Yl),(X2,Y2), 

(~,Y7),(X8,Y8)' 

The simple polygon data structure 

It is virtually impossible to do any kind of analysis 

directly with such data and their use may be limited only 

to crude cartographic reproduction. The data structures 

described hereafter have been attempts to improve on this 

simple structure. Some of them can be derived from 

"spaghetti" through editing procedures. They are 

presented in increa s ing order of complexity and 

flexibility. 
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3.3.2 The Point Location Dictionary Data Structure 

In this structure, illustrated in Figure 3. 2, each 

point is encoded only once and polygons are referenced not 

to the point coordinates but to 

eliminating slivers and gaps. 

the point labels, 

POLYGONS 

Pl - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 

P2 - 4, 9, 8, 10, 11, 4 

P3 - 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4, 3 

PS - 6, 12, 13, 8, 7, 6 

1 Xl,Yl 
2 X2 ,Y2 
3 ~•Y3 

15 

Figure 3.2 The point location dictionary 
data structure 

thus 

The structure succeeds in the reduction of data redundancy 

but it still leaves the question of topological relations 

largely unaddressed (Peucker and Chrisman, 1975 ) . 
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3.3.3 The Arc/Node Data Structure 

This is also known as the semi-topological data 

structure because it encodes some topological information 

but is by no means fully topological. The structures 

described so far have very limited flexibility and utility 

because they lack topological information. The importance 

of topological relations in everyday life is borne out by 

the fact that when one is asked, say where one's home is, 

the answer one gives is rarely in terms of any 

geographical , cartesian or other coordinates . One is more 

likely to give the location of his residence in relation 

to some prominent neighbouring features, e.g. "my home is 

about 3 km from the Buhuyi school along the Emakwara 

road .... ". 

The DIME (Dual Independent Map Encoding) system of 

the U.S. Bureau of the Census was the first known attempt 

to incorporate explicit 

database . 

topological relations 

geographical However, 

designed for regularly partitioned 

DIME, 

areas, 

having 

assumed 

in a 

been 

that 

each 

other 

line segment was straight and was not crossed by any 

lines . This made it difficult to apply this 

strategy to the general case of complex lin e e ntities. 
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The arc/node data structure requires that polygons be 

broken up into their constituent arcs, running from node 

to node, so that the polygons can be pointed to the arcs 

and the arcs can, in turn, be pointed to their constituent 

points. 

right 

In addition, for each arc, the polygons to its 

and to its left are specified. Each arc is 

digitized only once. In order to be able to specify the 

left and right polygons, the arc must be directed by 

specifying one node as the beginning of the arc and the 

other as the end. In addition, a point is digitized 

inside each polygon as a polygon identifier. The data at 

this stage is sometimes interestingly referred to as 

with "spaghetti 

meatballs 

(for 

(for 

are then 

the arcs with unmatched nodes) 

the polygon identifiers)". Common nodes 

matched, correcting for any 

overshoots/undershoots, and the arcs are finally chained 

(clockwise for positive areas) into polygons. Relational 

tables may then be drawn up representing the relationships 

of polygons to arcs and arcs to nodes and other points, as 

(1983) and Cromley illustrated in Figure 3.3. Ericksen 

(1984) give detailed accounts of data 

structure. 

encoding in this 
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Sl 
S2 
SJ 

POLYGON 
Pl 
P2 

FROM 

4 

1 

2 

ARCS 
Sl, S2, S3 , S4 
S5, S6, S8, S2 

TO 
NODE 

1 

2 

3 

LIST OF POINT 
COORDINATES 

NODES 
1 Xl,Yl 
2 X2,Y2 

3 X3,Y3 

POLYGON IDENTIFIERS 

Ml Xml • yml 

M2 Xm2 ,Ym2 
M3 xm3, YmJ 

IDENTIFIER 
Ml 

LEFT 
POLYGON ---

P4 
P2 
P3 

M2 

RIGHT 
POLYGON 

Pl 
Pl 
Pl 

Figure 3,3 The arc / node data structure 
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The semi-topological data structure just described 

enables neighbourhood manipulation, e . g • neighbouring 

arcs can be found through their node directories whil e 

neighbouring polygons can be found through their bounding 

arc directories. However, 

of representing 

Most notably it 

is still the 

all 

structure 

possible topological 

cannot handle polygon 

incapable 

relations. 

hierarchies , e.g. islands in lak e s . The structure also 

does not allow for easy dis s olution of polygon boundaries. 

3.3 . 4 The Fully Topological Data Str u ct u re 

The fully topological data structure extends the 

semi-topological structure to be able to handle infinitely 

nested polygons and to cross-reference attribute 

information among such nested polygons and line features. 

Attempts have been made to establish such a structure at 

the data input stage by having the operator digitize all 

lines strictly clockwise and to include "virtual 1 i ne s 11 

that link any is l ands with their envelope polygons . Such 

an approach only makes cumbersome digitizing even more 

cumbersome and more prone to error. Such a manual build 

up of full topological relations would be even more 

inappropriate in the case of a vectorized raster image as 

the operator would virtually have to 11 r e d i g i t i z e 11 the 

vector image in order to establish the top ology . 
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The better alternative is to use software to build up 

the structur e from arcs digitized in any order and in any 

direction, plus the associated polygon identifiers and 

attributes. The polygon hierarchy that is necessary f or a 

fully topological data stru ct ur e is realised by defining 

an entity higher than the normal polygon, which is 

redesignated the "network polygon" . This higher entity is 

called an envelope polygon, defined as any polygon that 

contains one or more network polygons. Thus a network 

polygon which contains other polygons becomes an envelope 

polygon at a lower h i erarchy . In particular , an 

unpartitioned island is stil l an envelope polygon as it is 

unconnected to its envelope and contains at least one 

"island network" polygon. This concept is illustrated in 

Figure 3.4, which also shows the pointers that must be 

maintained in a fully topological data base. 

Burrough ( 19 86) gives a detailed accou nt of how to 

build such a structure. In summary, the steps involved 

are: 

(i) Determination, flagging and insertion (into the 

arc records ) of all arc intersections, 

( ii ) Linking arcs into envelope, network and 

polygons and verifying polygon closure, 

isl a nd 

(iii) Computing polygon areas and 

to the polygons. 

link ing attributes 
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NODES 

Figure 3,4 

ARCS 

LIST 
OF 

POINTS 

, , , 
, , 

. 
,> , , 

ENVELOPE POLYGONS 

------.POLYGON 
IDENTIFIERS 

ENVELOPE POLYGONS 
PS - Pl, P2, P3 
P3 - P4 
P4 - P4 

NETWORK POLYGONS 
Pl, P2, P3, P4 

ATTRIBUTES 

The fully topological data structure 

Obviously, considerable computing power and complex 

software are necessary before such a structure can be 

realised, which may explain why many GIS systems have 

shunned a fully topological data structure in the past. 

However, it is increasingly being realised from experience 

with systems that have successfully adopted it that its 

benefits far outweigh the problems involved in it s 
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realization. These benefits are well documented by 

Burrough (1986), Teng (1986), Dangermond (1983) and Broome 

(1986), amongst others. They include reduced data storage 

and redudancy, improved processing time for some major 

tasks, such as polygon overlay, and the ready availability 

of neighbourhood information that enables "one pass" 

rather than piecemeal symbolization for display purposes. 

As mentioned earlier, no data structure can be best 

for all purposes. Thus, although it offers many benefits 

in data storage and manipulation, the topological data 

structure is quite complex to build up and requires the 

maintenance of many pointers. 

to favour 

capabilities 

utilization 

inherent in 

of 

The latest GIS systems seem 

the 

the 

simple 

simple 

data entry 

line / polygon 

structure, plus the greater manipulation flexibility a nd 

other benefits of the topological data structure. Such a 

system is Intergraph Corporation's TI GRIS ( Topologically 

Intergrated Geographic and Resource Information System). 

TIGRIS automatically builds up the arcs and 

necessary for a topological data structure from a 

nodes 

simple 

line/polygon or "spaghetti" input (Intergraph Corporation, 

198 6 ) 
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3.4 Map Digital Data Acquisition 

The process of digital data acquisition from maps may 

be summarised by the flow diagram presented in Figure 3.5. 

For a production oriented project, digital 

acquisition from maps entails several steps. 

PROJECT FEASIBILITY STUDY 
AND ANALYSIS 

j 
IWIUSCRIPT COLLECTION 

l 
"""'lCRIPT PREPARATION 

DIGITIZATION 

l 
EDITING 
(Batch/Interactive) 

j 
DATA CLEAN 
AND CONSISTENT? 
(Geometrically and 
topologically) 

l ns 

TO LRIS DATAIIASE 

NO 

NO n:s 
DATA WRONG 
OR INCOMPLETE? 

Figure 3.5 Map data acquisition 
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3.4.1 Feasibility Study and Analysis 

This stage involves identifying the user community 

for the LRIS data and the identification of their 

requirements and goals. The source maps to be used and 

their locations are identified and a general assessment of 

the feasibility and 

made. 

cost 

3 . 4.2 Manuscript Collection 

At this stage the 

effectiveness of the project 

identified source maps are 

collected and evaluated as to quality, completeness of 

coverage and complexity. lf acceptable they are then 

passed on to the manuscript preparation stage. Most maps 

can be obtained from central and local government map 

offices and also from service companies. For large 

proj ects , where all the maps can not be digitized at once, 

appropriate arrangements must be made to store the maps in 

optimal temperature and humidity conditions while awaiting 

digitization . 

3.4.3 Manuscript Preparation 

Manuscript preparation for digiti zat i on involves 

deciding on the features to be digitized, choosing 

attribute codes for them and highlighting them for easy 

recognition. This stage may also involv e reformatting of 
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the maps to conform to 

example: 

the digitization hardware. For 

(i) For semi-automatic line following , the map must 

be reduced to a 98 x 98 mm negative. 

( i i ) For raster scanning, any unwanted data or 

excessive line widths must be "opaqued" over . Any dirt or 

other particles on the manuscript surface must also be 

removed as these may introduce noise in the scanned data . 

(iii) It may be desirable to contact - print paper maps 

onto more stable material, such as mylar , especially if 

the digitization will take a long time. While this 

minimises errors due to the instability of paper, it has 

been shown in one project that after such contact printing 

the maps must be thoroughly washed as any residual 

emulsion on the manuscript surface may affect manual 

digitizer responses (Chrisman, 1986b). 

3 . 4 . 4 Digitization 

At this stage the analogue data are converted to 

digital form according to a chosen data structure and are 

passed on to a digital storage device. Several mutually 

compatible methods of digitization are available (see 

Chapter 4) and the choice of method depends largely on the 

application, available instrumentation and finance , and 
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the type of data being input. At this time, depending on 

the digitization method used, attribute data may also be 

entered. 

3.4.5 Editing 

During editing, the digital data are displayed and 

checked for errors and consistency by methods and 

procedures to be discussed in Chapter 4. If no attribute 

data were entered during digitization, they are entered at 

this stage. 

Marble and Lauzon (1984) have proposed a conceptual 

model for map data 

steps just 

details. 

described 

capture, in which each of the basic 

can be broken down into finer 
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Chapter 4 

METHODS FOR DIGITIZING AND EDITING MAP DATA 

4.1 Methods For Map Digitization 

Three methods for digitization from graphical 

documents are available in practice today . They are : 

(i) Manual digitization, 

(ii) Semi-automatic digitization (line following), 

(iii) Automatic digitization (raster scanning) . 

Manual digitization is by far the most established of the 

three and it involves the least capital layout. 

4 . 1.1 Manual Digitization 

Manual digitizing is performed by means of a manual 

digitizer, which is an instrument for the measurement of 

planar spatial data , conversion of the measured data into 

digital f orm and 

compatible medium. 

station consists of : 

their recording onto a computer 

Basic hardware for a manual digitizing 

(i) A digitizing table with cursor or stylus, 

(ii) A control unit, 

(iii) A data recording device or interface with the 

host computer. 
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As digitizing requires little processing, in most modern 

systems it is done off line qn a microprocessor. 

(a) Hardware and Software 

The layout of a manual digitizing station is shown in 

Figure 4 • 1 • The digitizing table consists essentially of 

a two layer (one layer in X and the other in Y) 

magnetically biased wire mesh that is sandwiched between a 

very flat top made of very stable material and a flat 

metallic bottom. The electrical connections of this mesh 

to the control unit ensure that, when the cursor is 

depressed at any point on the table surface, electrical 

pulses are sent back and are converted into digital table 

coordinates of the cursor position relative to a defined 

origin. 

T u 

C cursor 
T Digitizing table 
u Control unit interfaced with the host 

computer 
W Wire mesh 

Figure 4.1 A manual digitizing system 
(partly after Burrough, 1986) 
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The control unit provides all operating voltages and 

currents and enables 

origin definition, and 

such 

pulse 

things as self-calibration, 

to coordinate conversion. 

The cursor is usually a free floating cursor 

(transportable to any position on the table) that ends in 

etched crosshairs whose intersection defines the cursor 

position. A lens is often provided for magnification of 

the crosshairs but it is removable when such precision is 

unnecessary. The cursor must have at least one button 

that enables coordinate registration when depressed but 

most have four to 16 buttons that serve various coding and 

command functions. 

Digitizing 

activation and 

software must 

deactivation of 

be provided to enable 

the system plus other 

miscellaneous functions, such as defining the area to be 

digitized and transformation of table coordinates. An 

example of such software is discussed in Chapter 5. 

(b) System Parameters and Performance Indicators 

Important manual digitizing system parameters and 

performance indicators are: 

(i) Table active area - this depends on the table 

size which varies from about 0.3 x 0.3 m to about 1 .0 x 

1.5 m. It should be noted that th e placing o f ma gneti c 

materials or fi e lds on or in close proximity to a 
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digitizing table can affect its magnetic bias. The 

consequences of this are "dead areas" on the table, where 

the cursor has no sensitivity. A large bar magnet is 

usually provided for remagnetizing the table in such cases 

(Summagraphics Corporation, 1979) . 

(ii) Resolution - this is the smallest distance 

can be measured on the table along any axis, i.e. 

that 

it is 

the si ze o f the meshed wire grid. Most digitizer 

reso l utions range from 0 . 025 mm to 0 . 1 mm . 

the l ower limit for human eye resolution . 

0 . 1mm is about 

(iii) Repeatability - this is defined as the spread 

of the coordinates from repeated measurements of the same 

point, the point being approached f rom any direction. 

Most digitizers achieve a repeatability of 0.025 mm (p lus 

or minus) or worse . 

(iv) Accuracy - digitizer accuracy is defined as the 

deviation of the digitizer generated point coordinates 

from the known coordinates of the point transformed into 

the table system. It is important to distinguish between 

static accuracy , which refers to the k i nd of errors 

expected when working with a static cursor, and dynamic 

accuracy whi ch applies when working with a moving cursor . 

Most digitizers achieve static accuracies of 0.1 mm or 

worse. Dynamic accuracy , which is highly influenced by 

the operator, is normally lower than static accuracy. The 
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accuracy of digitizing should of course not be confused 

with the accuracy of the final output data . The latter is 

affected not only by operator and system related errors 

during digitizing but also by the numerous changes to the 

data, e.g. smoothing, during edit operations. 

(c) Modes of Manual Digitizing 

There are two modes of manual digitizing: 

( i ) Point mode 

depresses the cursor 

recording is required. 

linear features, the 

in point 

button each 

mode, 

time 

Thus to digitize 

operator traces 

the operator 

a coordinate 

non-straight 

the features, 

depressing the cursor at each characteristic point of the 

feature. Marino (1979) has shown that both cartographers 

and non-cartographers agree on the fact that these 

characteristic points are the major changes of direction 

along the line. A major advantage of point mode 

digitizing is that not too many points are picked up. 

How ever , for optimal results, point mode digitizing 

requires a skilled operator who is capable of recognising 

the feature's characteristic points (Jenks , 1981 ). 

( i i ) Stream mode in stream mode digitizing, 

coordinates are continously output at either equal time 

intervals or at equal distance intervals in X and Y. The 

operator therefore needs only to signal the start of the 
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line, to trace the line as coordinates are output, and to 

signal the end of the 

digitizing, the density of 

line. For time 

points along any 

constraint 

line will 

depend on the speed of tracing. 

capable of 100 or more points per 

Most digitizers are quite 

second in this mode. 

The main advantage of stream mode digitizing is that there 

is less strain on the operator. The main disadvantage is 

that, especially in the time constraint version, too many 

points are output and this necessitates later smoothing 

operations in order to reduce data volumes and improve 

processing times. 

version there is 

In addition, in the distance constraint 

the danger of recording too few points 

where there are many undulations of small amplitude. 

In both point and stream mode digitizing, the 

operator usually enters the feature attribute code before 

he starts digitizing it. This may be done either on a 

keyboard or other device (see Section 4.2.2). It is also 

preferable during digitizing to have a CRT display of the 

digitized data . This helps in the early detection and 

flagging of any major digitization errors. 

(d) Advantages and Disadvantages of Manual Digitizing 

The main advantage of manual digitizing is that it is 

the only viable option where budgets ar e limited or where 

the input documents are of poor quality, e.g. 

fad e d and in need o f human interpretation. 
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digitizers have a well documented history of success and 

operators can easily be trained to work on them. 

The main disadvantage of the method is that the 

frequent switch from one operation to another, e . g . 

digitizing to code entry, causes operator fatigue and 

stress which are a major source of operator related error 

(Rase, 1984 ) . Burrough (1986) proposes that for 

consistent work 

spend more than 

to be maintained, an operator must not 

about four hours per day behind the 

digitizing table. Various attempts have been made to deal 

with this problem. The most significant have been: 

(i) Development of aided track cursors the aided 

track cursor, developed by RCA (Hunka, 1978) is a device 

that employs a rotatable linear self scanned photodiode to 

generate 

off the 

corrections to feature points that are slightly 

cursor point. The significance of this for 

digitizing is that the operator can still trace a line 

accurately without keeping exactly to the line and this 

introduces an element of relaxation in the operator's 

activities. However, an aided track cursor must be used 

with a dedicated minicomputer and, although evaluation of 

its performance (Hunka and Dammen, 1979) indicates that it 

improves tracing speeds and accuracy, there is not much 

documentation of its implementation in practice. 
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(ii) Development of voice input/output devices 

these were developed in order to use the largely unused 

acoustic channel to enter attribute data and receive 

mes s ages from the computer , thereby freeing the operator's 

hands and eyes to concentrate on the entry of positional 

data. 

with 

These devices have had some success, especially 

photogrammetric instrument digitizing, and their 

future is promising, but they are still under development. 

Their main shortcomings so far are that they are speaker 

dependent and must be trained to recognize the operator's 

voice . 

noisy 

Voice recognition rate decreases drastically in 

surroundings, especially when similar sounding 

vocabulary words such as "b" and "d" ar e used. But even 

of more significance is the finding that operators have 

psychological problems with such systems and are averse t o 

wearing headphones 

(Rase, 1984). 

and being "addressed" by a machine 

Other shortcomings of manual digitizing are 

rate of progress, especially if the data are 

the sl ow 

dense and 

extensive (e . g. contours) and the inability to maintain 

the accuracy of digitizing. 
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4.1.2 Semi-automatic Digitization 

Line following is a semi-automatic method of 

digitization that makes use of devices that have 

traditionally been called "automatic line followers". 

These devices were developed to relieve the operator of 

repetitive line tracing and also to increase throughput by 

speeding up the process. The earliest line followers used 

high inertia mechanical sensors to track the line but they 

never met with any significant success (Stevanovic, 1982). 

The modern devices use laser beams to track the line . The 

coherent light of a laser beam enables the achievement of 

extremely high resolutions in line 

only one modern line follower has 

sensing. 

been 

Actually, 

designed and 

marketed, by Laser-scan (U.K.). It is known as the 

FASTRAK digitizing system and Antell (1982) reports that 

by 1982 four systems had been installed in production 

environments. The instrument consists essentially of the 

optical system for production and guidance of the laser 

beams 

argon 

(red neon-helium laser for line following and blue 

laser for plotting), a large operator display 

console with associated controls (keyboard, tracking ball, 

function keys etc), and an interface to the host 

minicomputer. 
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Figure 4.2 

Before 

to produce 
Following 

Semi-automatic line following by FASTRAK 
(after Antell, 1982) 

any digitizing can be done, the source 

document must be reduced to a negative of size 98 x 68 mm. 

This is then projected at 10x magnification to the large 

display console screen, where the operator can view the 

source document at the same size or enlarged. The optical 

and scanning principles of the FASTRAK are illustrated in 

Figure 4. 2 . Prior 

operator may enter 

to 

an 

digitizing 

attribute 
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keyboard. 

localised 

The 

raster 

data themselves are digitized in a 

scan consisting of "scan vectors" (see 

Figure 4.2). 

aligned onto 

To digitize a feature, a refresh cursor is 

the feature using the tracking ball, and an 

initial scan vector direction given by the operator. On 

initialising line following, subsequent scan vectors are 

determined automatically by the controlling software's 

interpretation of the scanned data . The scanned data are 

sensed by a photo detector/processor that determines the 

wi dth of the scanned line and outputs vector coordinates 

of the centreline at 

to 

a preset interval . The line 

following 

tracking 

junctions, 

proceeds the end of the line or until the 

system fails to . direct itself, e . g • at 

in which case the operator must intervene and 

give a directional command to further guide the system. 

Once a feature is digitized the operator may accept 

or reject the data and, if he accepts it, the feature is 

erased from the screen by means of the blue argon laser, 

which may also be used to write on microfiche for hard 

copy production . The operator then proceeds to another 

feature. The system can handle original line widths in 

the range 0 . 18 - 1 .88 mm and achieves an accuracy of 0 . 020 

mm and a repeatability of 0.010 mm (Antell, 19 82) . Wh en 

line following is successful, this system has the 

f ol l owing advantages over manual digitizing: 
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(i) Digitizing is very fast, about five to 1 5 times 

faster than manual digitizing fo r 

irregular features respectively. Thus 

straight a nd highly 

the FASTRAK has 

been most successfully applied in t he reproduction of 

accurately scribed conto urs onto microfiche (Burroug h , 

1986). 

(ii) The system recognizes junctions (no des ) , whi ch 

can be very useful for the generation of a topological 

data structure . 

(iii) The problem of "windowing" which affects most 

systems with small display screens does not arise in the 

FASTRAK as the whole inp ut document can be projected 

the s c reen at once. 

onto 

(iv) Because o f the s elective feature digitization 

and the user selectable coordinate interval, near optimal 

fea ture representation and data volumes can be achieved. 

The system, however, als o suffers from the 

disadvantages: 

following 

( i ) The system is expensive to use due t o the cost of 

photographic reduction of source documents. This 

reduction is also inconvenient since one mapsheet may be 

subdivided int o several negatives, thus resulting in many 

more data sets to match . 
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(ii) A great deal of operator control is required for 

steering the system, especially through dense data. 

(iii) The system offers no improvement over manual 

digitizing in the speed of attribute data entry . 

4 . 1.3 Automatic Digitization 

scanning is a truly automatic method of Raster 

digitization in which the analogue data contained in the 

source document are converted to digital form by a 

scanning/sensing device. Such a device senses the grey 

tone values of the analogue data and outputs them as a 

series of pixels arranged in parallel scanlines. 

The hardware for scanning essentially consists of a 

scanning head, which is able to sense reflected light (for 

opaque documents) or transmitted light (for transparencies 

with backlighting). The sensor itself consists of a light 

source (usually a low power laser) and a device that 

measures the amount of transmitted or reflected light. 

The sensor may be a photo cell, but in modern scanners it 

is usually a charge coupled device. Charge coupled 

devices are semi-conductor devices that came into being in 

the early 1970s and enable the achievement of extremely 

fine resolutions (to the order of 40 µm) • In addition, 

because of their large dynamic range, they have 

significant sensing capabilities even in poor lighting 
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(Amelio, 1 9 7 4 ) • In a flatbed scanner the sensing head is 

mounted on one arm of a cross-slide system and it moves 

continously and linearly along that arm (in Y) to scan a 

source document mounted on a flat surface. The arm itself 

steps over in X. In a drum scanne r, the scanning head is 

mounted on a gantry parallel to a drum axis. The source 

document is mounted on the drum and scanning is achieved 

by rotating the drum at high speed (about 300 r.p.m.) to 

sense a scanline along the drum circumference. The sensor 

is then stepped over to sense the next row. Drum scanners 

take up less space and achieve faster scanning times but 

are more expensive due to the mechanical difficulties of 

transforming a rotary motion into a linear motion during 

manufacture (Boyle,1979). Figure 4.3 illustrates flatbed 

and drum scanners. 

any source document can be scanned Before 

efficiently, it is necessary to ensure that the line work 

is well defined and that the line widths are within the 

specified range. Line separation should also be greater 

than a specified minimum to avoid " blee ding" of the lines 

into each other. Any unwanted data should be opaqued out. 

The scanning software may enable binary scanning, in which 

only the presence or absence of information is recorded, 

or continous tone scanning, in which every pixel location 

is sampled. Software may also enable runlength encoding 

for data compaction, CRT display of the scanned data and 
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Map being 
seamed 

.. ___ __ Scaooe1 

X 

D = Detector 
L = Light source 

Figure 4.3 Raster scanners 
(partly after Burrough, 1986) 

subsequent vectorization, which is necessary before the 

data can be entered into a vector based LRIS . 
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Vectorizing raster data consists essentially of three 

processes. These are skeletonization, in which 

one-pixel-wide lines are extracted, vectorization, in 

which a series of coordinates defining the extracted line 

is determined and weeded for optimal data volumes, and 

topology reconstruction, in which the adjacency 

relationships among the lines are determined. Boyle 

(1979) and Peuquet (1981) discuss these processes in 

detail. 

Scanner resolutions may be expressed 

pixel size or the number of lines per mm. 

can achieve resolutions of about 25 µm (40 

scanline precisions of about 0.05 mm. 

scanners resolution is adjustable to suit 

in terms of 

Most scanners 

lines/mm) and 

In the better 

the particular 

application or line types. Once document scanning is 

started, it continues until the whole document has been 

scanned, so that it is impossible to add attribute data 

during digitization. As such, after scanning and 

vectorization of the data, attributes must be entered via 

an interactive edit station, which is an important part of 

a scanning environment. For later map production, name 

placement may also be effected at this stage . 

Correct automatic name placement is one of the 

greatest problems in mapping from digital databases 

(Freeman and Ahn, 198 4) . Modern scanning systems are 
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attempting to get around this problem by using software 

that enables the system to be trained to recognize symbols 

and characters from their raster representations. Then 

the system in subsequent processing draws on its training 

to convert raster vectorized representations of text into 

neat standard text. If it is unsure of an identification, 

the system flags it to the operator to confirm its 

interpretation. For example "CREEK" may be interpreted as 

"CROOK" and the operator can easily correct it 

interactively. Such a system is used by Intergraph 

Corporation in its scanned data capture system . 

The main advantage of raster scanning is that it is a 

very fast means of digitizing large or dense amounts of 

graphic data. Tests and production experience have shown 

that scanning, followed by vectorization and interactive 

data editing, completes tasks about seven times faster 

than manual digitizing (Burrough , 198 6; Theis, 198 2; 

Leberl, 1982). In addition, because scanning once started 

proceeds automatically, the strain on the operator is 

minimised. Some disadvantages include the high cost of 

scanners, although falling hardware costs may soon correct 

that. Also , the applicability of scanning depends very 

any much on the quality of the source document as 

blemishes can result in erroneous data. In addition, 

th e whole selective digitizing is impossible ( since 

document must be scanned ) and the amount of data output is 
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in general very large, requiring later weeding and data 

processing in zones. (The scanned image of one 1 :50,000 

mapsheet may contain as many as 100 million pixels!). 

4.2 Editing of Digitized Map Data 

Data editing may be defined as the process of 

detecting and correcting 

capture 

the errors made at the various 

stages of data and includes any subsequent 

manipulation of the data, e.g. reformatting, to meet the 

specifications of the LRIS database. Data editing also 

includes quality verification and later database updating. 

There are three modes of data editing: 

(i) Batch editing (also called automatic editing), 

(ii) Interactive 

editing), 

editing (also called manual 

(iii) Semi-automatic editing. 

4.2.1 Batch Mode Editing 

In the batch editing mode, software is developed to 

recognize and correct specific error conditions, e.g. to 

detect and close unclosed polygons. The digitized data 

must first be displayed in order to identify the editing 

problems present. Hardware for batch editing therefore 

consists of the host computer and the data display device. 

An array of digital graphi c output devices is available 
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for data display. The line printer was the first data 

display device because of its wide availability, but it is 

now largely obsolete due to the development of better 

resolution and graphic quality devices. These are 

flatbed, pinch roller or drum pen plotters, raster 

plotters, e.g. ink jet plotters, and CRT devices which 

may be raster or vector. For batch editing, data display 

via pen plotter is preferable, because pen plotters 

generally have better resolution than CRTs and unlike CRTs 

they produce a hard copy that can be laid over the 

document for error identification. 

source 

The errors identified are flagged and algorithms 

developed to automatically find and correct 

throughout the data set. The main advantage of this 

of editing is that errors of the same type 

corrected in bulk, at speed and repeatedly. Also, 

them 

kind 

can be 

batch 

editing programs can be left to run during slack periods, 

thus freeing associated peripherals, such as the digitizer 

and display devices, for other interactive uses. But 

these advantages can only be realised if the developed 

software is efficient and foolproof. This can be quite 

difficult to achieve, in addition to the fact that some 

error types, e • g • distinguishing a backtracking error 

during digitizing from a natural undulation, simply need 

some human interactivity to be solved satisfactorily. 
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4.2.2 Interactive Editing and CAD/CAM Stations 

Interactive editing became possible with the 

development of what are generally known as CAD/CAM 

devices. 

involved 

Before discussion of the actual procedures 

in interactive editing, a short review of the 

general subject of CAD/CAMs is merited at this stage. 

(a) CAD/CAM Devices 

CAD/CAM stands for Computer Aided Design and Computer 

Aided Manufacturing. The CAD describes 

computers in the creation of drawings 

the 

that 

use 

are 

of 

of 

sufficient accuracy to be used to guide the production of 

manufactured goods or structures. Such drawings imply an 

organised graphical database that can be used repeatedly 

for various applications. The CAM describes the use of 

computers to produce data employed to assist in or control 

a manufacturing or production process, e.g. map 

production, robotics or tool cutting. 

The main advantage of CAD/CAMS in the general 

design/manufacturing industries is that they enable the 

immediate graphical representation and evaluation of human 

ideas (CAD) and the immediate transformation of these into 

reality (CAM). This eliminates many traditional 

intermediate steps between design and manufacture and 

frees the human professionals involved to concentrate on 
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the more creative aspects of their work. Modern CAD/CAMs 

allow such useful ructions as the generation and rotation 

of 3-D images, the layering of drawings, the use of macros 

and general 

executable 

single unit. 

interactivity. 

commands strung 

A macro is a series of 

together and executed as a 

Many industries have adopted CAD/CAM systems with 

varying degrees of success. The systems may involve high 

capital layouts, may require specially trained personnel 

to run them , specially con s tructed rooms to house them , 

custom software to make them useful and elaborate 

maintenance to keep them working. There may also be human 

resistance to change from "the way things have always been 

done". Hubbard (1985) estimates that the mapping industry 

stands to gain most from adoption of CAD / CAMs that could 

increase productivity in this area by as much as 60:1. 

In general, the cost of CAD/CAM can only be justified 

in high workload environments or in research environments 

where the budget allows. CAD/CAMS are usually available 

as turnkey systems (software plus dedicated hardware), as 

a program package or as a subroutine library. Research at 

Middlesex polytechnic ( U. K. ) has shown that the program 

packag e version, e.g. AUTOCAD, supplied by AutoDesk Ltd. 

(U.S.A.), espe c ially if hardware already exists on which 

it can be run, is the mos t cost effective (Shepherd and 
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Chilton, 1986). A CAD/CAM system for LRIS applications 

consists of an interactive digitizing/editing station the 

details of which are given in the next section. 

(b) Interactive Editing with CAD/CAM 

Interactive editing allows an operator to digitize, 

display and manipulate graphic data in real time by using 

command fuctions. Needless to say, interactive editing 

can only be performed where there is an interactive 

graphics workstation. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4 

and consists of the following components: 

(i) A digitizer and digitizing surface, 

(ii) A display monitor (CRT), 

(iii) Attribute data and command entry devices. 

The digitizer may or may not be attached to the CRT 

housing but works in exactly the same way as described in 

Section 4 .1 .1. The display CRT may be raster or vector 

and may also be storage or refresh. Most modern 

workstations use colour raster refresh CRTs because they 

are cheaper, allow selective image erasure and can diplay 

both raster and vector images. Sometimes two CRTs may be 

used, 

menus. 

one for image display and the other for onscreen 

Research is currently b eing done on the 

possibility of using flat panel displays, e.g. liquid 

crystal displays (LCD), light emitting diodes (LED) and 

plasma displays, in order to solve the problem of slight 
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image distortion due to curvature of th e CRT surface . 

Attribut e dat a and int e ra ct ive digitizing/editing 

commands may be entered via the following devices: 

Dual screen CRT 
Keyboard 

Er go no mi c c h a ir 
Menu tablet 

A 
B 
C Cursor 

D 
M 
s Tilt a bl e digitizing surface 

Fi gure 4 . 4 An interactiv e e di t in g station 
(after Int e rgr a ph Corporation ' s 
sa l es broch u re) 

(i) Keybo ar d - this u s u a lly co n s i sts of th e ke ys f o r 

alphanumeric data entry plus " function 

r e present us e r d e fin ab l e functions that can 

at the touc h of one of such k e ys . 
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(ii) Menus a menu is simply a collection of 

possible 

into the 

touching 

command names (macros) that have been encoded 

system, such that each can be executed by 

or indicating a position on a menu pad. Menus 

are very useful in interactive editing because they avoid 

the repetitive long use of the keyboard and speed up 

productivity. The menu pad may be a small version of a 

digitizing tablet that can be placed on the tablet and 

menu items selected by the digitizing cursor . It may also 

be an onscreen menu that is displayed on a CRT and menu 

items chosen by a light cursor on the screen. Such a 

cursor may be manipulated by the digitizing cursor, a 

mouse, a light pen, tracker ball, thumb wheels or a 

joystick. The menu items are written in natural language 

so that the user can easily understand what the programs 

can do. The items may also be hierarchically nested. 

( i i i ) Voice input devices these are mainly 

significant for photogrammetric digitizing and are 

discussed in Section 4.1 . 1. 

Interactive editing necessarily means long hours for 

the operator at the workstation and for this reason most 

modern workstation developers have incorporated 

design into the various workstation 

ergonomic 

components. 

Ergonomics is the study of all the aspects of the physical 

and psychological comfort in the working environment 
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(Hubbard, 1985). An ergonomically designed workstation is 

therefore one that is built to provide optimum physical 

and psychological comfort to the operator. This 

fatigue 

goes a 

during long way in reducing stress and 

digitizing/editing operations. An example of such a work 

station is the Intergraph Corporation's INTERACT 32C dual 

screen colour workstation, which is a turnkey CAD/CAM 

device and incorporates ergonomic features such as: 

(i) An adjustable digitizing surface, 

are: 

(ii) Adjustable display screens which are located 

close together in order to minimize eye strain, 

(iii) An adjustable chair with arm, back and neck 

supports, 

(iv) A detachable keyboard with adjustable tilt. 

The operational procedures in interactive editing 

(i) Visual display and inspection of the data, 

(ii) Selection of an edit command, 

(iii) Positioning the cursor at the location where 

editing is required, 

(iv) Execution of the command, i.e. modifying the 

data to be edited and immediate graphical 

verification. Some common interactive edit 

commands are to delete, move, rotate or 

join features, 

(v) Alphanumeri c text entry via keyboard. 
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Interactive editing can be used to advantage where 

error detection and correction in batch mode would require 

complex programming, e.g. the location and correction of 

"knots" in a digitized line. Interactivity also has the 

advantage of enabling immediate verification of the 

corrections made, in addition to enabling editing to be 

performed 

repetitive 

simultaneously with 

tasks, e • g • closing 

digitizing. But 

1000 polygons, 

for 

it is 

extremely slow and may use up disproportionate amounts of 

CPU time. 

Some modern interactive workstations have appreciable 

memory and storage capabilities plus their own 

microprocessors that offload the host computer of most of 

the workstation functions. A good example is again the 

Intergraph Corporation's Interact 32C which has a 6MB 

memory and can support up to four 108.6MB hard disc units 

plus a 1.2 MB floppy disc. 

4.2.3 Semi Automatic Editing 

Semi automatic editing is probably the most efficient 

editing mode 

and interactive 

analyses and 

as it draws on the advantages of both batch 

editing. 

c lassifies 

In this mode, the operator 

the various error conditions in 

the displayed data into those suitable for batch editing 

Most GISs us e and those to be corrected interactively. 
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this batch/interactive edit combination (Borgerding, 

1982). Some systems, e.g. the U.S. Defence Mapping 

Agency's Lineal Input System (LIS), support two types of 

interactive editing in addition to batch editing. One 

type is used during digitizing, in which the operator may 

backtrack by a certain distance to correct just digitized 

data, and the other is used where data are displayed and 

edited after digitization (Sippel, 1975). 

4.3 Common Digitizing and Editing Problems 

Following is a discussion of some common problems 

that often have to be dealt with in editing multi-sheet 

digital map data. Most of the problems can be identified 

by overlaying the original source document with a hard 

copy display of the raw digitized data at the same 

This overlaying also serves as a quality check. 

scale. 

4.3.1 Missed Out Locational Data 

These may consist of missed out points, parts of line 

segments or whole line or area features. 

solution consists of redigitization in order 

The 

to pick 

only 

up 

the missing data. The updated file is then plotted out 

for verification again. Several digitization / verification 

cycles may be necessary. If the data are in raster 

format, the missing data may consist of missing pixels or 
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whole scanlines. This is rare but can happen due to a 

malfunction during scanning or transmission of the scanned 

data, and is well exemplified by the problem of "sixth 

line dropouts" in Landsat imagery (Lillesand and Kiefer, 

1979). "Re-scanning" to pick up the missing pixels is of 

course out of the question, so the problem is usually 

solved computationally. A single missing pixel can be 

assigned the average pixel value of its neighbours, while 

a whole missing scanline can be assigned the average of 

the values in the lines immediately above and below it. 

4.3.2 Missed Out or Wrong Attribute Data 

This problem can be best identified manually from CRT 

or lineprinter listings of the raw digitized data. New 

attributes must then be keyed in. 

cycles may be necessary. 

4.3 . 3 Polygon Misclosure 

Again, several check 

The digitized outline of an area feature must close 

back to the starting point for geometric and topological 

consistency. If such an outline is represented by a 

series of coordinate pairs { ( X 1 ' y 1 ) ' 

(Xn , Yn)}, the last pair of coordinates must be identical 

to the first. If the polygons have been digitized as 

simple polygons, a batch mode algorithm can be developed 
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to check for and perform closure if necessary . One such 

algorithm is described in Chapter 6. If the polygons have 

been digitized in an arc/node structure, polygon closure 

is performed at the stage of polygon chaining , when the 

various arcs defining the polygon are linked together by 

matching their nodes. 

exactly. 

For closure, all nodes must match 

4.3.4 Knots, Backtracks and Wildlines 

Knots and backtracks in line s can best be identified 

from enlarged plots of the digitized data. They are most 

effectively corrected interactively as they are 

to detect 

environment, 

computationally. In 

the midsegment containing 

the 

the 

not easy 

interactive 

knot or 

backtrack is simply deleted and a new good midsegment 

digitized in. 

A wild line is a line that does not represent any 

feature but which is unwittingly brought into existence by 

forgetting to enter an "end of 1 i ne" code . When 

digitization of the next line starts, the end of the last 

line and the start of the new line are then connected by a 

wildline (so called because it may "wildly" shoot across 

the mapsheet if the two digitized lines are in widely 

varying locations) . Wild lines are quite obvious in any 

graphical display of the data and they can be removed by 
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correcting the coding error. 

4 . 3.5 Network Connectivity: Overshoots and Undershoots 

Whether the data have been digitized according to the 

simple line/polygon or the arc/node structure, the correct 

intersection points in line networks, and between lines 

and 

after 

polygons, must be determined . 

closing the polygons. 

This must be done only 

After computing the 

intersection point between two segments , it is often found 

that one segment overshoots (goes a little beyond the 

intersection point) or undershoots (falls a little short 

of the intersection point) the other. In the case of an 

overshoot, connection should be made and the extra segment 

clipped off, while an undershooting segment must be 

projected to meet the other segment. In each case the 

determined intersection point must be inserted into 

of the two segments at the appropriate location. 

and the correction of overshoots 

each 

Line 

and connectivity 

undershoots can be well handled by a batch processing 

algorithm. Such an algorithm is described in Chapter 6 . 

4.3 . 6 Arc Direction Determination 

The encoding of arc directions is a normal 

requirement in LRIS databases in order to cater for such 

things as river flow directions and to be able to chain 

polygons in a clockwise manner in order to obtain positive 
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areas. Arc directions are best encoded at the input stage 

by specifying one end of the arc as the start and the 

other as the terminus. River flow directions can be 

encoded by (say) always digitizing upriver so that the 

order of the coordinates encodes the flow direction. If 

DEM data are incorporated in the database, the direction 

of flow for any river segment 

comparison of 

can easily be 

end elevations. 

determined 

In modern from a 

systems , software may 

its 

be available for automatically 

encoding arc directions d u ring the build 

topolog i cal data structure (Burrough , 1986). 

4.3.7 Slivers and Gaps 

Slivers and 

digitization of 

gaps 

the same 

result 

line 

from the 

in slightly 

up of the 

duplicate 

different 

positions and are illustrated in Figure 5.4. Slivers and 

gaps can be avoided by using the arc/node data structure. 

Their computational removal is not easy and involves 

having to average a line through its two representations . 

The original digitized lines are then 

averaged line becomes the new 

dissolved 

polygon 

and the 

boundary. 

Alternatively, for certain situations, such as soil maps, 

where slivers occur due to double digitization of 

boundaries between different soil types, slivers can be 

removed by polygon overlay techniques, by treating each 

soil type as a separate layer. On overlaying any two 
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layers then, any polygon intersections (which should not 

occur) are cut out. 

4.3.8 Line Generalisation 

Line generalisation is often necessa ry , especially if 

the data have been digitized in stream mode or vectorized 

from raster input. It may also be necessary as part of 

the larger task of cartographic generalisation for data 

display at smaller scales. Line generalisation aims at 

reducing the number of points representing a line while 

retaining the visual character of the line. Both Marino 

(1979) and Kelley (see Buttenfield, 1985) have shown that 

the "visual character" of a line is defined by 

"characteristic" points at major changes of direction. 

Although line generalisation reduces the amount of data 

and cuts down on storage and processing costs, this is 

often at the expense of the positional accuracy of the 

line. The effects of generalisation on the accuracy of 

digital data are addr e ssed by Goodchild (1979) . 

Many algorithms have been promulgated for line 

generalisation and they involve various smoothing (fitting 

to mathematical curves) or 

techniques (Buttenfield , 

weeding 

Those 

(point 

of 

removal) 

Douglas and 

Peuker (1973) and Opheim 

1985). 

(1982) have been widely used 

successfully, as documented in the literature. 
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While line generalisation is a s o lution to the 

problem of overdefined lines, it is also possible that a 

line can be underdefined, e.g. when di g itized from a 

small scale 

larger scales. 

map and required for display and analysis at 

The solution (which is yet to be found ) to 

this problem would require some means of being able to 

sample more points along the line for such larger scale 

representation. The theory of fractals, first proposed by 

Mandelbrot (See Burrough, 1986; Buttenfield, 1985) and 

which is still in its infant stages, may well provide a 

solution to this problem in the future. Ba si cally , this 

theory proposes that most naturally occuring lines can be 

considered to be fractal curves (lines with a fractional, 

not integer dimension). A fractal curve, unlike a regular 

geometric curve, has the property that as the scale 

increases, more and more undulations become evident, so 

that the distance between any two arbitrarily chosen 

points along the line is not constant but is dependent on 

the scale, its limit being infinite. Mandelbrot showed 

that the level of complexity present in the curve at all 

scales may be defined by a fractal dimension, given by the 

formula: 

D 

where N 

Log N/Log r ( 4 • 1 ) 

the number of steps used to measure a unit 

length and 

r the scale ratio . 
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Figure 4.5 Regular fractal curves 
(after Buttenfield, 1985) 

This makes it possible to reproduce the curve at any 

desired scale and, for exactly self similar curves like 

that shown in Figure 4 . 5 , it works. However, it has 

proven difficult to reproduce natural lines which do not 

exhibit such exact self similarity using a fractal 

dimension, i . e • the undulations in one part of the line 

are not necessarily similar to those in any other part . 

Research is now being conducted into the estimation of 

more realistic D-values for natural 

them as a random Brownian motion. 

lines by modelling 

Meanwhile, the theory 

of fractals has found its most extensive application to 

date in 3-dimensional natural feature modelling in 

computer graphics (Pentland, 1986). 
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4.3.9 Mapsheet Combination 

Data digitized from different map sheets are often 

combined into one continuous coverage for 

flexibility in manipulation and dimensioning of 

greater 

digital 

output products. Moreover, if digitization has been done 

on photogrammetric instruments, coverage will usually be 

from several models which must again be combined to obtain 

continous coverage. The combination of data from any two 

mapsheets poses two problems: 

(i) The matching of the borderlines of the adjacent 

maps. This arises due to the fact that each mapsheet is 

separately transformed into the ground coordinate system, 

e • g . U.T.M., and hence the points defining the common 

edge between any two mapsheets will be different in the 

two sets of data, resulting in an overla p or gap between 

the sheets. 

( ii ) The matching of th e bor de r l in e a r and areal 

features, 

mapsheets. 

in order to ensure their continuity across the 

Even after matching the edges, the 

corresponding end points of features going across 

mapsheets will still have 

digitization errors. 

different coordinates due to 
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To solve these two problems, a matching algorithm can 

be developed. Such an algorithm should be able to 

identify and sort the corresponding nodes along the common 

edge in both mapsheets (both for edges and features) and 

then to compare each pair at a time. If members of any 

pair are found to be within a specified tolerance of each 

other, and to have matching attributes, they are made the 

sam e. Because map edge areal features are "closed" by an 

edge segment, such an algorithm should also be able to 

test for the identity of conjugate areal features and to 

drop the edge boundary between them. Such a "zipping" 

algorithm is documented by Beard and Chrisman (1986) who 

have applied it quite 

(Wisconsin, U.S.A.) 

successfully 

land records 

in the 

project. 

algorithm is also 

(1984). 

described by Doytsher 

Dane County 

A similar 

and Shmutter 

Feature combination across mapsheets can also be done 

by interactive editing in much the same way as a human 

cartographer merges different machine plots into one 

mapsheet, but in an extensive data environment such as an 

LRIS this can be too time consuming . 
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4.3.10 Topological Consistency Checks 

If an arc/node data structure has been used, logica~ 

topological consistency checks can be applied in order to 

detect any topological errors, such as gaps at nodes or 

knots in arcs. Such checks should at least ensure that: 

(i) Every arc is bounded by exactly two nodes, 

(ii) Every arc is cobounded by exactly two polygons, 

(iii) Every polygon is bounded by a single, closed, 

and properly oriented sequence of arcs, 

(iv) Every node is surrounded by a single closed 

chain of polygons cobounding the arcs linked 

to the particular nodes (Monmonier, 1982). 
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Chapter 5 

DIGITIZING MAP DATA FOR THE KANANASKIS VALLEY 

5 .1 Map Collection 

The following maps, covering the study area, were 

acquired to provide information on topography, geology and 

cadastral lots. Not enough Range/Township maps could be 

found for a complete cadastral coverage. 

(i) NTS maps 82J/6,7,10,11,14 and 

the Canadian Department of Energy, 

1 5 , published by 

Mines and Natural 

Resources at an original compilation scale of 1 :50,000. 

Also acquired was NTS map 82J by the same publisher at the 

derived scale of 1 :250,000; source the Institute of 

Petroleum and Sedimentary Geology, Calgary. 

AND 

(ii) The map "SURFICIAL GEOLOGY, 

ROCKY MOUNTAINS", sheet No.5, 

ALBERTA FOOTHILLS 

published by the 

Government of Alberta, Department of Environment and 

Natural Resources at a compilation scale of 1 :250,000; 

source - the University of Calgary, Main Library, Map and 

Airphoto Section. 
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(iii) Cadastral maps covering Township 19/Ranges 7 

and 8, Township 20/Ranges 8 and 9 and Township 21/Range 9. 

These are published by the Governm en t of Alberta, 

Department of Highways at a compilation scale of 40 chains 

to an inch (about 1 :32,000); source - Alberta Bureau of 

Surveying and Mapping, Calgary office. 

( i V ) The map "Kananaskis Lakes 82J Soil 

Capability for Agriculture", published by the Canadian 

Department of the Environment at a compilation scale of 

1 : 250 , 000; source the Institute of Petroleum and 

Sedimentary Geology, Calgary. 

5.2 Map Preparation 

The acquired maps were examined and th e ar e as and 

features to be digitized marked out. Suitable attribute 

and name codes were selected for the various features. 

5.3 Map Digitizing 

5 . 3.1 Maps Used 

Topographic features ( lakes, islands, swamps , rivers, 

glaciers, roads etc) were digitized from the 1 : 50,000 NTS 

maps. Cadastral data were digitized partly from the same 

topographic maps and partly fr om the Range/Township maps. 

Surficial geology at 1 : 250 , 000 and bedrock geology at 
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1 : 1 , 000, 00 0 were obtained from the surficial geology map 

while soil capability for agriculture data were obtained 

from the map of the same title. Details about all these 

maps are given in Section 5.1, while samples of them can 

b e seen in Chapter 2. Manual digitization methods were 

used, no alternatives being available. 

5.3.2 Hardware 

The equipment used for digitizing consisted of a 

Summagraphics Corporation tablet/digitizer connected to 

the Department's Vax 11/750 computer via a control unit. 

The tablet has an active area of ab out 120 cm by 90 cm 

(Summagraphics Corporation, 1979) and the control unit was 

set to a resolution of 0.1 mm. The digitizer is capable 

of point mode digitization, in which a new pair of 

coordinates is output whenever the cursor is pressed, or 

stream mode digitization, in which coordinate 

continously updated, up to 100 per second. 

In order to avoid large amounts of 

pairs 

data 

subsequent smoothing operations, all digitization 

performed in point mode using a 4-keyed cursor. 

are 

and 

was 

The 

tablet control unit was also connected to the Department's 

Princeton P8500M computer graphics terminal, which 

facilitated a graphical display of al l points, lines and 

polygons as they were digitized. Control of the whole 
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process was via the keyboard of one of the Vax's VDU 

(Visual Display Unit) terminals. 

digitizing station. 

Figure 5.1 shows the 

A - Digitizing table 
B Cursor 

D - Princeton display screen 
E - VT 100 keyboard/CRT 

C - Control unit 

Figure 5.1 The digitizing station 

5.3.3 Software 

The digitizing software used was the Department 

library's PROGRAM DIGIT. This is a user interactive 

program that enables the following functions: 

(i) Starting the program, 

(ii) Specification of the output file, 
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(iii) Mounting of the map to be digitized, 

(iv) Definition of the display window on the 

Princeton, 

(v) Addition of comments to the output file, 

(vi) Specification of a six-character point code, 

e.g. "LAKE" for lakes, 

(vii) Addition of a 44-character annotation to 

digitized strings, e.g. 

KANANASKIS LAKE", 

"LOWER 

(viii) Setting the numbering sequence of 

digitized points, 

(ix) Specifying the elevations of digitized points, 

(x) Control of digitizing via a pen code as: 

- Point feature 

2 - Start of a line 

3 - Continuation of a line 

4 - End of a line 

(xi) Stopping the program. 

Under the third function the user can specify the map 

name and opt to output raw digitizer coordinates (in mm) 

or already transformed map coordinates (in m). The latter 

option was adopted and involved digitizing four to ten 

points, entering their map coordinates and performing a 

two-dimensional affine transformation to solve for the 

scale factors in the X and Y directions, rotation, shifts 
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(offsets), and the non-perpendicularity (affinity) of the 

map axes. Residuals in X and Y (R and R respectively) 
X y 

were computed for each point digitized, and r.m.s. errors 

in X and Y (E and E respectively) 
X y were computed as 

follows, where N is the number of points used in the 

transformation: 

E CIR 2/N)1/2 ( 5 . 1 ) 
X X 

E CIR 2/N)1/2 ( 5 . 2) y y 

E (E 2+E 2)1/2 ( 5 . 3 ) xy X y 

The map mount was accepted for a total r.m.s. error 

of less or equal to one mm (for 1 :50,000 maps), since at 

1 :50,000 one mm represents 50 m which is the positional 

accuracy guaranteed on these maps. Otherwise DIGIT allows 

for addition and deletion of mounting points until a 

satisfactory total r.m.s. error is obtained. 

5.3.4 Results and Problems 

At the end of the digitizing exercise more than 

30,000 points had been digitized in a period of about 40 

hours spread over one and a half months. Sample map 

mounting and digitized data are presented in Table 5.1. 
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FILE OPENED ON 4-APR-86 AT 14:16:56. 
THIS FILE CONTAINS DIGITAL DATA DEFINING THE CLASSIFICATION BOUNDARIES OF THE 
VARIOUS SOIL CAPABILITIES FOR AGRICULTURE IN THE STUDY AREA (ALBERTA SIDE ONLY) 

THE CODES USED ARE EXPLAINED AT THE END OF THE FILE 

Data were digitized from the Federal Map, 
KANANASKIS LAICES 82J, SOIL CAPABILITY FOR AGRICULTURE 

Original c0111pilation scale was 1:250,000 

****MAP MOUNTING INFORMATION**** 

I MAP NAME : 82J/SOIL CAP . MAP UNITS : METRES 

!Point ID Northing 
Pl 5650051.724 
P9 5653804.730 
PlO 5538809.214 
Pl4 5540315.302 
Pl8 5542674.874 

SCALE FACTORS 
OFFSETS 
ROTATION 
NON-PERPENDICULARITY 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

5632081 . 196 
5630437.239 
5629829.933 
5629323 . 484 
5628817 . 684 

Easting x-big 
570028.830 566.8 
710505.353 1124.3 
561755.055 576.3 
643412.531 861.l 
715040. 773 1146.1 

NORTH 252690.561 
NORTH 5415590.539 

-0.43 Deg. 
-0.07 Deg. 

628198.555 
628362.542 
628458. 722 
628580 . 829 
628627 . 413 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 000 
0 . 000 

! Indicates a Comment 

Y-dig 
932.8 
952.3 
492.6 
500.8 
512.9 

RMS 
TOTAL RMS 

SCAPl 
SCAPl 
SCAPl 
SCAPl 
SCAPl 

EAST 
EAST 

2 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Res-X Res-Y 
-0.19 -0.06 
0.19 0 . 06 
0.06 -0.03 
0.25 0 . 18 

-0.31 -0.15 

0.21 0.11 
0.17 

251748.028 
425635. 718 

SOIL CLASS 7 

Table 5.1 Sample map mounting and digitized data 

No elevations were tagged to the digitized data as 

this would have greatly increased digitizing time, and it 

was envisaged that 

with 

DEM 

the 

data 

plan 

would 

data 

be 

in 

available for 

any p r actical i ntergration 

appl i cation . During digitizing, any errors eithe r in the 

graphica l disp l ay or in the entry of attribute d ata were 

noted for later correction . 
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By far the main problem encountered in the digitizing 

process was fatigue and loss of concentration after a 

certain amount of digitizing. Fatigue and stress are 

acknowledged problems in manual digitizing and are 

discussed in the literature (Rase, 1984; Allam and Wong, 

1986; Burrough, 1986; Jenks, 1981). They are also often 

cited as major shortcomings of vector data acquisition by 

the proponents of raster data acquisition techniques 

(Boyle, 1979; Leberl, 1982). 

Another major large number of 

unnecessary map 

problem was 

mountings. 

the 

The existing digitizing 

software is incapable of saving the computed map mounting 

data for later use if the map is not changed. This means 

that when the operator turns the system off in order to 

take a necessary short break, he must remount the map on 

restarting, even though he is still working 

map in the same position. 

5.4 Displaying the Digitized Data 

5.4.1 Purpose 

on the same 

"The best way to check that spatial data have been 
correctly digitized is to get the computer to draw them 
out again, preferably on translucent paper, at the same 
scale as the original ..... " (Burrough, 1986). 
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At the end of the digitizing exercise, printouts of 

the created data 

for minor 

attribute 

errors, 

data. 

files were made and these were checked 

such as wrong pen codes or wrong 

Any such errors detected, plus those 

flagged during digitizing, were corrected directly on the 

data files. Copies of the corrected files were then saved 

so that should any of the files be corrupted in any way 

during later processing, a copy was always available to 

fall back on. Hard copy graphic plots of the data (on 

semitransparent paper) were then made for the purpose of 

identifying the errors that would need to be corrected in 

the subsequent process of editing. For each data file two 

plots were made, one at the original scale and the other 

at five times enlargement. Overlaid plots of some data 

files were also made in order 

interconnected 

glaciers. 

5.4.2 Hardware 

features, 

to check the fitting of 

such as rivers, lakes and 

The hardware used for hardcopy display was the Data 

Technology Inc. DT3454 flatbed plotter that is connected 

to the Department's Vax 11/750 minicomputer. However, the 

available software is also capable of softcopy display on 

the Princeton P8500M vector storage screen or the Raster 

RT180 raster screen, which are connected to Technologies 

the same host. The DT3454 enables a choice of four pens, 
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while the RT180 enables a choice of 15 colours. The 

DT3454 plotter, which can operate in both automatic and 

manual modes, has a maximum plotting surface of 129.3 x 86 

cm and is made of fine vinyl. This limited the amount of 

data that could be plotted out at any one time. The 

plotter is controlled by a microprocessor based handheld 

plotter controller, which can be used to select the manual 

or automatic mode, to define the origin of plotting and to 

stop and resume plotting among other functions (Data 

Technology Inc., 1978). For all plots a plotting file was 

created and plotting was then performed in the automatic 

mode. Figure 5.2 shows the plotting station. 

5.4.3 Software 

For plotting software, a plotting program, DATAPLOT, 

was developed to interface with the Department's Fortran 

library of plotting subroutines GG-GRAPHICS. The 

GG-GRAPHICS module contains 40 subroutines that enable 

many useful plotting functions, such as defining a 

plotting window, drawing a line, drawing a circle and 

drawing text to be carried out (Norrie and Wong, 1986). 

The program DATAPLOT essentially enabled the 

initialisation of GG-GRAPHICS and sel ection of relevant 

subroutines (selection of the output device, plotting 

window, paper size, pen, plotting speed, drawing a circle, 

drawing a point and drawing a line). 
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and, 

A - Vinyl plotting surface 
B - Plotter controller 
C - Plotting head with four pens 

Figure 5.2 The plotting station 

Data were then read from the relevant raw data file 

depending on the pen code attached to each point 

data, points were plotted as points, or lines were drawn 

between points to form lines and polygons. A plotting 

file was finally output ano used to drive the flatbed 

plotter for production of the corresponding hardcopy plot. 
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5.4.4 Identified Problems 

All plots at the original compilation scale were laiq 

over the originals and good fits were in general obtained. 

Most discrepancies were less than the map accuracy (50 m), 

and only became visible at the enlarged scales. Such good 

fits indicated accurate line following during digitizing 

and proper scaling and alignment. However a number of 

problems were identified, especially in the enlarged 

plots. The problems were: 

(i) Some minor missed out data, mainly lines and 

attributes, 

(ii) Polygon misclosures, 

(iii) No information on and improper connectivity of 

line networks, i.e. overshoots and undershoots, 

(iv) No information on river flow directions, 

(v) Slivers and gaps in the boundaries of adjacent 

polygons. This occurred especially in the 

dense geology and soils data, where there are 

many shared boundaries between polygons, 

(vi) Discrepancies between same feature positions 

at adjacent map edges, 

(vii) No topological information. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate some of these problems. 
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Figure 5.3 An unclosed polygon plus undershoots 

Figure 5.4 Slivers and gaps 
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Chapter 6 

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE KANANASKIS 

HYDROLOGICAL NETWORK 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to develop 

Chapter 5, 

solutions to the problems 

cleaning identified in data editing and 

operations were applied to the hydrological data, i . e • 

lakes, glaciers, rivers and swamps, for one of the 

topographical mapsheets, NTS . 82J/11, which covers most of 

the study area (see Figure 2.2). 

The objective of the reconstruction was to develop 

batch software that would generate from the raw data a 

hydrological network free of any polygon misclosures or 

overshoots/undershoots and in which stream flow directions 

could be identified. In addition, areas and 

perimeters/lengths for the various entities would be 

computed. An overview of all the work done to achieve 

this, plus the work described in the previous chapter, is 

given in Figure 6.1. 
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KANA.DAT! - Lakes 
KANA.DAT2 - Boundaries (P&P) 
KANA.DAT3 - Rivers 

KAP COLL~phy, Geology, Soil Capability, Cadaatral) 

(Raw Digitized Data) _____________________ _,. KANA.DAT4 - Cultural feature• 

Kana. dat 1, Kana-dat 5+--------------------1 ICANA.DAT5 - Glaciers 
KANA.DAT6 - Cadastral R&T 

Closed Polygons + ••-----'l REFORMAT r-- Kanadat 3 .,_ _____ J 

KANA.DAT7 - Surficial geology 
ICANA.DAT8 - Bedrock geology 
ICANA.DAT9 - Soil C.F.A. 

(Co• b . dat 1) ' cbeck.dat (D i gi t i zed nodes) ______________ .,. 

l FLOWDET ], 
I 

Seg.dat 

(Segment Listing) 
Figure 6.1 Thesis Project Overview 

Figure 6. 1 

+ Elevations) 

ERROR 

Node5.dat 

Evaluation 
Results 

(Final Point Listing) 

GG-GRAPHICS 

Plotouts J Verification 

----~Printouts 

P&P - Provincial & Park 
R&T - Range & Township 
C.F.A . - Capability for 

agriculture 

Thesis project overview 



Essentially, the operations involved were: 

(i) Minor screen editing, 

(ii) Polygon closure, 

(iii) Node generation, evaluation and flagging, 

(iv) Flow direction, 

computation. 

area and perimeter/length 

6.2 Minor Screen Editing/ Redigitization 

Minor screen editing was performed in order to 

correct for wrong or missing attributes and pen codes, and 

to add end of file markers. Minor redigitization was also 

necessary in order to pick up any significant features 

that were missed out. Verification plots were then made 

again in order to ensure proper graphical appending of the 

data. 

6.3 Polygon Closure 

Program POLYCLOSE was developed and succesfully used 

to solve the problem of polygon misclosure for lakes and 

glaciers in the network. This is based on the following 

theory. Let a polygon be defined by points P1 , P2 , .. , 

If P1 does not have the same coordinates as 

P , there is a misclosure. n This misclosure could take one 

of the forms shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Type (a), which is the most prevalent (in one run, 

more than 95 percent of all mi sclosures were of this 

type), was distinguished from the other two by 

the distances: 

computing 

ct 1 P 1 to Pn 

ct 2 P 1 to Pn-l 

Type (a). Simple closure 
pn • pl 

Type (b). Simple closure may result 
in a "Weird" polygon. 

Type (c). Simple closure may result 
in a spike. 

Figure 6.2 The three types of polygon misclosure 

For misclosure type (a), ct
2 

> the 

closed simply by making P 1 and Pn equivalent. 

polygon was 

This could 

mean making P 1 = P or P = P 1 n n since any of them could be 

the correct point. The case p 
n P1 was adopted, the 

adoption of P1 (N 1 ,E 1 ) being justified by the assumption 

that in digitizing one is generally careful to start at a 

correctly marked starting point. The problem of closure 
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is therefore the inability to close back on the correct 

starting point, which implies that P (N ,E ) is the point n n n 

more likely to be in error and hence the one that should 

be reconciled to P 1 (N 1 ,E 1 ). 

For the other two types, simply making the last point 

equivalent to the first point could result in a "weird 

polygon" for type ( b) and a spike for type ( C ) as 

illustrated in Figure 6.2. In both cases therefore 

closure of the polygon was desi gned to propagate the last 

point in the general direction of the starting point. 

This was achieved by computing the angle A. subtended at 
1 

points P 1 , P 2 and P 3 as illustrated in Figure 6.3. n- n- n-

1 - p n 
2 - p n-1 
3 - p n-2 
4 - p n-3 

Same sense of gradient change, 

Solution in both cases; 
pn-2 • pl 

Figure 6.3 Polygon closure for types displayed 
in Figure 6.2 (b) and (c) 
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This backtracking by three points was considered 

sufficient because of the very small misclosures, as 

evidenced by the enlarged plot of the digitized data. If 

Pi was the point at which the largest Ai occurred in the 

same sense of gradient change, i.e. before dE changes 

sign, then Pi was joined to P1 by making Pi+ 1 = P1 . All 

polygons were satisfactorily closed by this algorithm. 

Figure 5.3 (see Chapter 5) shows a polygon before 

closure while Figure 6.4 shows the same polygon after 

closure by POLYCLOSE during the network reconstruction. 

POLYCLOSE operates on polygon data as output from DIGIT, 

the only requirement being to add an end of file marker. 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the coordinates of one of the 

smaller lakes, LK13, as raw digitized data and after 

processing by POLYCLOSE. 

POINT PEN 
NUMBER NORTHING EASTING EL. TYPE CODE NAME 
====== =========== -- --------

5616557.329 625048.573 0.0 LAKE 2 LK13 
2 5616571.718 625018.189 0.0 LAKE 3 
3 5616596.795 625017.570 0.0 LAKE 3 
4 5616612.170 625032.206 0.0 LAKE 3 
5 5616592.437 625047.708 0.0 LAKE 3 
6 5616582.626 625057.960 o.o LAKE 3 
7 5616567.470 625053.328 0.0 LAKE 3 
8 5616557.219 625043.571 0.0 LAKE 4 

Table 6 . 1 Raw digitized data for LK13, 
in DIGIT output format 
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POINT PEN 
NUMBER NORTHING EASTING EL. TYPE NAME CODE 
====== ----------- ----------

1 5616557.329 625048.573 0. 0 LAKE LK13 2 
2 5616571.718 _ 625018.189 0.0 LAKE LK13 3 
3 5616596.575 625017.570 0.0 LAKE LK13 3 4 5616612.170 625032.206 0.0 LAKE LK13 3 
5 5616592.437 625047.708 0. 0 LAKE LK13 3 6 5616582.626 625057.960 0. 0 LAKE LK13 3 
7 5616567.470 625053.328 0.0 LAKE LK13 3 8 5616557.329 625048.573 0.0 LAKE LK13 4 

EL. Point elevation (not obtained during digitizing) 

Table 6. 2 Closed polygon data for L K 1 3, 
in POLYCLOSE format 

Figure 6.4 Polygon after closure by POLYCLOSE 
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6.4 Node Generation, Evaluation and Flagging 

Program CLIPJOIN, which was the major effort of the 

reconstruction exercise, was developed to seek, find and 

flag the nodes or connections amongst the various 

hydrological segments, i . e. rivers, lakes, glaciers and 

swamps. The input file, COMB.DAT1, consisted of a 

combination of the closed lakes, glaciers and swamps from 

POLYCLOSE and the raw digitized river data. It was 

necessary to do a minor reformatting (via a small program, 

REFORMAT) of the river data for it to conform to the 

output format for POLYCLOSE. This slight difference in 

format is apparent from Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 

The development, testing, optimization and evaluation 

of the results of CLIPJOIN are now discussed. 

6.4.1 Program Development 

An overview of how CLIPJOIN works is given in the 

flow diagram in Figure 6.5. As illustrated, the program 

starts by generating 

(hereafter referred 

and storing a bounding rectangle 

to as a BIG BOX) for each feature 

segment, e.g. a lake or river section. This simply 

consists of determining the maximum and minimum Northing 

and Easting values for the segment. If N1 is the number 

of points in a segment, then those segments for which N1 > 

20 are further broken up into subsegments, each subsegm ent 
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ST1T 
Read a sepent 
P • nuaber of point• 

in the segment 

i 
Call FORMBOX 
Fona a big box 
Store big box 

i P>2O? __ ..,_N_o_ l Yea 

No 

Break up ••pant 
into ... 11 • •pent• 

l Take a Slllall sepent 

i 
Call FORMBOX 
Form a small box 

:::1:f•::lb:•Y•• 
Segments? 

.,__ ___ ___, No 

Figure 6.5 

of 

Re•t Sl~ INo 
Is Sl i ? no W i it ____,.End of 

l ;e: ver ----i~· r o:: segments? 

(COHB.DAT2) l Ye• 

Search for big box 
of S2, in which either STOP 
end of Sl lies 

i No Big box found? 

1Y-• 
.. ' 

Find S1Ull box of S2 
in which either end of 
Sl lies 

l 
Small box found? __ N;.;,;:o~ _ _..,_ .. l Yes 
Compute distances, d, from appropriate end 
of Sl to the small box points, saving those 
for which d<70m 

l 
Connect to the point with minimum d 

l Write node in node file (NODE.DAT) 
Flag the node in Sl 

Flow diagr a m for program CLIPJOIN 

having a number of points N2 = IN1, provided that if any 

subsegment at the end has N2 < 3 it is amalgamated with 

the preceeding subsegment. The square root function was 

cho sen as the o ne t o give a n o ptima l number of equa l sized 

Bounding re cta ng l es for the subsegments subsegments. 

( hereafter referred to as SM ALL BOXES) are then generated 

a n d stored as well . 
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An attempt was made to determine a suitable value for 

N2 by determining the CPU time taken to form the various 

small boxes, with a view to establishing a relationship 

between N2 and the time taken to form the corresponding 

small box. Such a relationship could be minimised to give 

the value of N2 that would support the most efficient 

small box formation. However, the timing experiment 

showed that the time taken to form a box for all the 

subsegments was quite invariant, being between 0.00 and 

0.02 sec. for all the small boxes. A further observation 

was that all the big and small boxes were formed and 

stored in about two min. CPU time (about five percent of 

the CPU time for the whole program) and this was 

considered efficient enough. All big and small boxes were 

formed and stored by calling subroutine F0RMBOX, which is 

an addendum to CLIPJ0IN. 

The purpose of forming the boxes is that later, if a 

segment S1 is to be tested for being connected to another 

segment S2, the actual search of S2 commences only if 

either end of S1 is found to lie in the big box of S2. 

Then the subsegment of S2, to be searched for the actual 

node, would be determined by either end of S1 lying in the 

small box of the subsegment. (All boxes after formation 

are expanded by 100 m in all four directions before 

storage in order not 

touch" the box). 

to miss 
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The program then takes up a segment S1 and tests it 

against all the other segments S2 for the connection 

criterion. This criterion is that either end of S1 should 

be within a tolerance distance, T, of a point in S2. The 

value of Twas empirically determined as 70 m since most 

of the undershoots and overshoots were in the 0.5 - 1 .5 mm 

(25 - 75 mat 1 :50,000) range. As mentioned earlier in 

this section, the actual search for a connection point 

only takes place if either end of S1 lies in the big box 

for S2 and in a small box of one of the subsegments of S2. 

Points in S2 which are within the tolerance distance are 

determined and the one with the minimum distance from the 

seeking end of S1 is chosen for connection. For 

determining the actual node or connection point, two 

approaches were tested and one adopted. 

(a) The Mathematical Intersection Approach 

The mathematical basis for this approach is 

illustrated in Figure 6.6. With reference to the figure, 

P1 is the point in segment S2 that satisfies the minimum 

distance criterion for the end Pn of segment S1 for both 

possible cases. By this approach, gradients and 

intercepts are determined to satisfy the equation 

y mX+c ( 6 . 1 ) 
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Segment S1Ll
1
Pn 

Undershoo\se p 

•• n-1 -----
_______. 

Segment Sl 
overshoot case 

1 
' 

Figure 6.6 The mathematical intersection approach 

for each of the lines Pn - Pn_ 1 , P2 - P1 and P 1 - Pr The 

reason for looking at both lines P2 - P1 and P 1 - P 3 is 

the that, although P1 is the nearest point to Pn, 

intersection point may lie in P 2 - P 1 or P1 - P3 . 

actual 

Having 

lines established the equations for each of the three 

under consideration, the intersection points r 1 and r 2 are 

easily determined. In order to satisfy both the 

undershoot and overshoot cases, the correct intersection 

point (node) must be the one nearer to point p 
n-1 ' i.e. 

point I 1 . The program makes provision for the fact that 

either of lines p2 - p1 and p1 - P3 could be parallel to 

line p 
n The overshoot/undershoot is then 

corrected by making the coordinates of P equal to those n 
of the correct intersection point. For overshoots, it was 
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assumed that any overshoot occurred between the last two 

coordinates of segment 31, thus making it unnecessary to 

test specifically for a number of overshooting points. 

(b) The Seek And Join Approach 

Because of problems encountered with the results of 

the mathematical intersection approach (see Section 

6.4.3), a simpler seek and join approach was tried. With 

this approach, if P1 was found to be the closest point to 

p 
n (within the 70 m tolerance) P was n simply made 

equivalent 

P 1 , thus 

to P 1 by equating its coordinates to those of 

correcting any overshoot or undershoot. In 

Figure 6.6 therefore, with this approach, segment S1 would 

be joined directly from Pn_ 1 to P1 • 

With both approaches, provisions exist in the program 

to ensure that segment 31 cannot be connected more than 

twice (it has only two ends!) and that each of its ends 

cannot be connected more than once. In addition, the data 

file is structured such that all the river segments come 

first, then the lakes, swamps and glaciers. This ensures 

that after testing all the river segments against 

themselves and the lakes, swamps and glaciers, there is no 

need to test the latter entities against the rivers or 

themselves ( lakes are not connected to lakes!). So, when 

the river segments are completed, the program stops 
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testing for nodes, simply writing out the lake, glacier 

and swamp segments. In each case, after a node is found, 

the appropriate end of S1 is flagged as a node number, the 

node details are recorded in a node file and 

written out. 

6.4.2 Program Testing and Optimization 

S1 is then 

The original effort at CLIPJOIN, in which only the 

big boxes were used and formed each time they were 

required, was extremely slow. It was never allowed to run 

to completion, but it was estimated that it would have 

required at 

Intensive 

least 40 hours 

optimization of 

of CPU time to finish. 

the program was therefore 

embarked upon and the latest version runs to completion in 

about 38 minutes of CPU, in which it finds 246 nodes 

amongst about 270 segments with about 

points. 

11 , 000 constituent 

Some of 

adopted were: 

the more important optimization measures 

(i) The use of small boxes to speed up searching, 

(ii) Storing of the big and small boxes rather than 

forming them each time, 

(iii) Avoiding the use of the BACKSPACE statement 

and the SQRT intrinsic function, 

(iv) Origin shift to work with smaller numbers, 
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(v) Timing various sections of the program 

and trying to improve on them, e.g. making the 

search file for segment S2s unformatted, 

(vi) Removal of comments from the data file. 

6.4.3 Results of CLIPJOIN and Their Evaluation 

CLIPJOIN results in two files. One, NODE.DAT, is a 

listing of the generated node numbers, their coordinates 

and the two segments they connect. The end of S1 that is 

connected to S2 is also output as a pen code 2 (for 

segment start) or 4 (for segment end). A sample of this 

listing is given in Table 6.3. The other, COMB.DAT2 is a 

listing of the 

junction nodes 

point data for all the segments with 

flagged in all those segments that were 

used as S1s. 

Table 6.4. 

A small sample of this file is displayed in 

The nodes generated were physically checked for 

existence on the map and almost all of them were indeed 

valid connections. There were a few difficult situations, 

such as complex river mouths and where the connections of 

two rivers to a lake are very close to each other. In 

such instances the program may fail by making an invalid 

node between segments that actually had no connection. 

This necessitated the deletion of some nodes and the 

manual correction of others. 
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NODE 
NUMBER 

2 
3 
4 

50 

165 

245 
246 

CR 
LK 

GENERATED NODES 

River segment 
Lake 

ICE Glacier 
SWAMP= swamp 

NORTHING 

5619616.617 
5609642.570 
5610675.227 
5602390.398 

EASTING 

621759.949 
628303.871 
639890.340 
619470.946 

SEG 1 END SEG2 

5621254.258 

5615556.648 

5608911. 617 
5608421 .883 

619109 . 668 

633572.277 

633181.199 
633044.910 

CR40 2 
CR40 4 
CR42 2 
CR43 2 

CR49 4 

CR183 4 

CR215 4 
CR215 2 

LK8 
L K 11 8 
CR179 
CR39 

ICE 1 1 

SWAMP2 

LK 1 1 7 
LK 1 1 8 

Table 6.3 A sample of the generated nodes 

This minor manual correction corresponds to what an 

operator would do on an interactive editi ng screen in 

practice, as most batch programs cannot find the correct 

solutions 100 percent of the time. Nature is so complex 

that those exceptional cases will always occur, and some 

human intervention in the form of interactivity must come 

in. 

The retained nodes (the ones not corrected in any 

way) were marked on the map and digitized. Their 

elevations were also taken for later use (see Section 

6.4.4). The generated and digitized values were then 

compared and RMS values calculated. A small program, 
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Point Pen Node Connected 

Northing Easting Elevation !n!. Name Code Number to 

1 5617511.672 614430.581 0.00 River CR 39 2 0 

2 5617447.398 614477 .030 o.oo River CR 39 3 0 

388 5597525. 219 611490.086 0.00 River CR 39 4 0 

1 5619616.617 621759.949 o.oo River CR 40 2 1 LK 8 

2 5619639.016 621810.810 0.00 River CR 40 3 0 

233 5609642.570 628303,871 o.oo River CR 40 4 2 LK 118 

1 5618418.712 621043.549 0.00 Ice ICEll 2 0 

297 5618418. 712 621043.549 o.oo Ice ICEll 4 0 

Notice - The absence of any elevations 
- Only junction nodes flagged 
- The non-continuity of point numbers 

Table 6.4 A sample of COMB.DAT2, 
the point listing. after CLIPJOIN 

ERROR, was developed for this. The evaluation summary for 

the nodes generated by the two approaches previously 

described is given in Table 6.5 

Nodes generated 
Nodes deleted or modified 
RMS (Northing) (m) 
RMS (Easting ) (m) 
RMS (Position) (m) 
Approximate success rate 

METHOD 1 

246 
24 (10%) 
25.991 
22.962 
34.681 
90% 

METHOD 2 

246 
14 (6%) 
20.188 
21.127 
29.222 
94% 

METHOD 1 
METHOD 2 

The mathematical intersection approach 
The seek and join approach 

Table 6.5 Summary of the generated node evaluation 
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It is evident from the results that both approaches 

give node positions well within the digitized map accuracy 

(50 m) and both are therefore viable approaches to 

automated node generation. However the results of method 

2 show significant superiority over those of method 1, and 

there are advantages to this second approach: 

(i) The method has conceptual simplicity, 

(ii) All the nodes generated by method are 

effectively new points which have to be 

inserted in all segments used as S2s 

(see Section 6.4.1 ). 

It was precisely the failure to achieve this second 

requirement for all the nodes that led to the trial of 

method 2. It was found, on attempting such insertion, 

that some nodes failed to find a "place" to be inserted in 

their segment S2, often fitting between two points in 

Northing but not in Easting and vice versa. 

attributed to a fault in choosing the nearer 

Thi s could be 

intersection 

(see Section 6.4.1) or to possible failure cases such as 

those illustrated in Figure 6.7. 

Even if proper insertion had been achieved, this 

would result in an increase in the number of points equal 

to the number of nodes generated and for 1 arge networks 

this could convert into significant increases 
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~ctual node 

S2 f 
Computed 

node 

Small angle approach 
The mathematical intersection may 
lie a long way from the actual node . 
An attempt to insert the computed 
node in S2 will fail. 

Multiple segment node 
Although both Nl and N2 are valid 
computed nodes that may lie quite 
close to the actual node N, they will 
not be coincident as should be and 
will therefore fail to inse~t properly 

Figure 6.7 Some possible failure cases for the 
mathematical intersection approach 

in processing time. In comparison, the nodes generated by 

method 2 already exist in their segment S2s and hence node 

insertion is not required nor is there an increase in the 

number of points. The nodes generated by method 2 were 

therefore adopted for further processing. 

6.4.4 Further Node Flagging and Elevation Insertion 

The generated node file (NODE.DAT) had junction 

elevations transferred to it from the digitized node file 

(CHECK.DAT), giving rise to a new file called NODES.DAT. 

This file, plus the point listing COMB.DAT2 formed the 

input data for program MIDSEG (see Figure 6 • 1 ) which 

served three functions: 
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(i) The insertion of node elevations in the relevant 

segments S1 and S2 for each node, 

(ii) The flagging of all junction nodes in all S2s, 

(iii) The flagging of open nodes. 

This third function would later be useful in 

determination of flow directions (see Section 6.5). 

the 

The 

distinction between open and junction nodes is illustrated 

in Figure 6 . 8. No distinction was made between open and 

open edge nodes. 

Pl0 

Pl2 

Junction nodes - Pl, P2, P3 1 P4, PS, P6 
Open (floating) nodes - P7, PS, P9 
Open edge nodes - Pl0, Pll, Pl2 

Figure 6.8 The different types of nodes 

The output of MIDSEG is a new point listing 

COMB.DAT3, in which all nodes are marked by a node number. 

Open nodes are distinguished by numbers equal to or 

greater than 500 and closed polygons have of course the 

same start and end nodes. Any point that is not a node 

has node number zero and all points are sequentially 
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numbered from one to 10714, which is the final total 

number of points in the network. A sample of COMB.DAT3 is 

given in Table 6. 6. 
Point (Metres) (ft) Pen Node Connects 
Number Northing Easting Elevation Name Code to 

1 5617511.672 614430.581 6850.00 River CR 39 2 500 
2 5617447.398 614477 .030 0.00 River CR 39 3 0 
3 5617397.656 614498.137 o.oo River CR 39 3 0 

71 5613706.195 617241.401 5200.00 River CR 39 3 25 CR 47 

388 5597525 . 219 611490.086 4100 . 00 River CR 39 4 501 

6910 5600725. 609 630192.209 7900.00 Lake LJC 28 2 111 CR 57 

10714 5618418.711 621043.549 0.00 Ice ICEll 4 660 

Elevation• 0.00 indicates no elevation available. 

Notice - All nodes flagged 

- Continuity of point numbers 
- All junctions plus special open nodes have elevations 

Table 6.6 A sample of the final point listing, COMB.DAT3 

6.5 Flow Direction, Area and Perimeter/Length Computation 

The point listing, COMB.DAT3, was used as input to 

the last program FLOWDET, in which river flow directions 

and lengths were determined. 

areas and perimeters were 

Lake, 

also 

determination of flow direction, via 

glacier and swamp 

a 

computed. 

combination 

The 

of 

junction elevations and the use of some rules of thumb on 

hydrological flow, was performed as illustrated in the 
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flow diagram shown in Figure 6. 9, wh i ch is self 

explanatory. 

START 

l 
Read a segment 
Compute length/perimeter 

Is ~•-nt a lake, No I • one end connected to Yu Flow is away fro• -----· glacier or swamp? a glacier? glacier l No 
Yes 

Yes Have both ends got ____ ..,.Flow is fr0111 higher ___ ...,. 

non-zero elevations? to lower elevation 

Compute area le one ldN:pen and Yea Flov ie away from ----• ------the other a junction? open end l No 

Flow is indeterminate 

No r,\ End of sepents?--,_.Go to~ l Yes 
STOP 

Figure 6.9 Flow diagram for program FLOWDET 

The determination of flow directions for an extensive 

network really requires the availability of DEM data. 

While it was possible to manually introduce junction 

elevations in this case, such an approach would be very 

difficult to implement for a more extensive data set. 
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Areas and perimeters/lengths were 

simple formulae : 

computed via the 

A= 1/2 ICX.Y. 1-Y . X. 1 ) for i = 1 ton 1 1+ 1 1+ 
( 6 . 2) 

( 6 . 3) P/L = L[(Xi-Xi-1)2 + (Yi-Yi-1)2]1/2 

Any negative areas were multiplied by minus one to 

make them positive. The output from FLOWDET is a segment 

file SEG.DAT, a sample of which is shown in Table 6 . 7 . 

Segment End Flow (Ha.) (Km) Point 

Number !!!.!. Nodes Direction Area Length Numbers 

l CR 39 500,501 500 to 501 0.000 31.843 1-388 

2 ca 40 1,2 1 to 2 0.000 15. 319 389-621 

3 CR 41 502,247 247 to 502 0.000 8.476 622-751 

4 CR 42 3,503 503 to 3 0.000 5.013 752-824 

5 CR 43 4,504 504 to 4 0.000 n.111 825-991 

175 LK 110 609,609 Closed 36 . 136 3 . 641 6312-6372 

235 LK 118 646,646 Closed 856.476 17.970 8362-8657 

265 ICE 11 660,660 Closed 454.298 17 .130 10418-10714 

Table 6.7 A sample of the segment file, SEG.DAT 

The segment file SEG.DAT, pl us the point 1 i s·t i ng 

COMB.DAT3 are then the final products of the project, and 

they are digital representations of the 

reconstructed hydro l ogical network. All 

closed and overshoots/undershoots are a bsent. 

clean 

polygons 

Samples 

and 

are 

of 

the network before and after processing can be seen in 

Figures 6.10 and 6~ 11. 
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7 

Figur e 6.10 The raw digitized network 

:Zb 
• 1·9,~ • 
• 
• 'I '---, • '--~ 
• \... 
• \ 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Figure 6.11 The network after reconstruction 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7 .1 Conclusions 

The aim of this study can be considered as having 

been two fold. The first was to review the problem of 

digital data capture and editing of map data in general, 

with a view to bringing to light many of the current 

issues in this field. This was carried out, and the 

discussion in the thesis should provide background for 

anyone wishing to collect data in this way. The second, 

practical aim, was to digitize map data of various themes, 

to display graphically the digitized data, 

editing problems present 

algorithms in batch mode 

network. 

and to develop 

identify the 

software and 

to reconstruct a hydrological 

It can be concluded from the digitizing experience 

that the main problem to expect from raw digitized network 

data, e.g. river networks or road networks, is the 

presence of overshoots and undershoots. For polygon data, 

e.g. soils, geology or cadastral lots, the two main 

problems . to expect are polygon misclosures and slivers. 

It can be further conclud e d from the raw data displays 
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that, 

good 

while the simple line/polygon data structure may be 

enough for the representation of network data, 

serious sliver problems can arise with dense polygon data 

for which an arc/node semi-topological or fully 

topological structure is preferable . 

In addressing the problem of reconstruction of the 

hydrological network, useful algorithms for polygon 

closure and the effective removal of overshoots and 

undershoots were developed, which automatically generate 

the nodes necessary for an arc/node data structure. It 

has also been demonstrated that with minimal elevation 

information, the flow directions of river networks can be 

automatically deduced, thus making it unnecessary for the 

operator to "always digitize upstream" in order to 

determine this information. 

The total CPU time required to run all the programs 

developed (for this particular data set) is less than one 

hour. Experience suggests that this is far less time than 

would be required to manually mark out the nodes on the 

map, digitize them and determine which way the various 

segments were flowing, not to mention the software that 

would still have to be developed to match the nodes at all 

the junctions. 
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It has therefore been demonstrated that automatic 

node generation, plus a little help from elevation data, 

provides a very quick and effective means 

reconstructing a digitized network from "spaghetti". But 

it should be stressed that the development of any batch 

software must always allow for the possibility of failure 

situations that will require manual or interactive 

intervention. 

7.2 Recommendations 

There are two major recommendations that come out of 

this study: one concerns suggested improvements to the 

digitizing hardware 

concerns proposals 

and 

for 

results of this thesis. 

software used, and the other 

further work to build on the 

(a) Improvements to Existing Digitizing Station 

As has been mentioned earlier on several occasions, 

operator discomfort is a major contributor to human error 

in digitizing. The existing Departmental 

station is very uncomfortable both from 

psychological aspects. For example, one has 

digitizing 

physical and 

to digitize 

in a bending position most of the time and the Princeton 

display screen and the control keyboard are too far away 

from the digitizing table, necessitating a constant 

operator shuttle from the table to the 
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eye shuttle from the map to the display screen. Such 

the stresses, enhanced by noise from strains and 

lineprinter, soon take toll of an operator's back, neck, 

nerves and concentration. While perfect conditions cannot 

always be available considering limited budgets, it is 

recommended that a station more conducive to lengthy 

digitizing might be realized by mounting the existing 

table onto a pedestal as shown in Figure 7.1. This would 

enable the table to be tilted to a comfortable angle to 

suit the operator, who also needs a comfortable 

adjustable height. 

of software, the existing 

chair of 

In respect 

program DIGIT is quite good and user friendly. 

digitizing 

The only 

improvement suggested is the incorporation of the ability 

to store the latest map mounting data so that, 

operator take a necessary short break, he/she 

should the 

does not 

have to remount the map everytime. This should speed up 

digitizing quite significantly. 

The 

editing 

purchase 

software 

or development of some interactive 

is also recommended in order to handle 

easily editing problems that are difficult to solve by 

batch software. Such software can be used with the 

Princeton electrostatic storage screen which is capable of 

selective erase. 
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A - Digitizing table B - Menu tablet 
C - Cursor D - Pedestal E - Comfortable chair 

Figure 7 . 1 Some suggested improved digitizing 
station components 
(after I ntergraph Cor po ration's 
sales brochure) 

(b) Further Work to Build on Results 

As the data collected for this thesis were related to 

the Departmental effort to develop a prototype LRIS for 

the Kananaskis Valley, the remaining raw data, plus that 

already processed, should be incorporated into the system. 

Some recommendations in this respect are: 

(i) The cleaned up point listing COMB.DAT3 plus the 

segment listing SEG.DAT can be used to derive easily an 

arc/node data structure, breaking up t he segments into 

a r cs running from node to node and rev e rsing the order of 
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points for polygons with negative areas. It would also be 

useful to reclassify the nodes as junction, open and open 

The nodes in the latter category would be edge nodes. 

very useful in any attempt to merge the data from the 

different mapsheets. Such structured data, in which 

topological relations would be mostly (but not fully) 

implicit, can be encoded into the Vax network database and 

some user queries formulated on a trial basis. 

(ii) The remaining raw data represent an opportunity 

for investigation into and development of further software 

to solve the other editing problems 

Of particular significance are the 

identified earlier. 

surficial geology 

(KANA.DAT7), bedrock geology (KANA.DAT8) and soil 

capability for agriculture (KANA.DAT9) data. These, being 

purely polygon data, are most suitable for investigation 

into how slivers can be successfully removed 

automatically. This certainly remains one of the most 

difficult problems to solve in batch mode editing. 
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